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The interpretation of geophysical data plays an important role in the analysis of potential
field data in resource exploration industries. Two categories of interpretation techniques are
discussed in this thesis; boundary detection and geophysical inversion. Fault or boundary
detection is a method to interpret the locations of subsurface boundaries from measured data,
while inversion is a computationally intensive method that provides 3D information about
subsurface structure. My research focuses on these two aspects of interpretation techniques.
First, I develop a method to aid in the interpretation of faults and boundaries from magnetic
data. These processes are traditionally carried out using raster grid and image processing
techniques. Instead, I use unstructured meshes of triangular facets that can extract inferred
boundaries using mesh edges. Next, to address the computational issues of geophysical
inversion, I develop an approach to reduce the number of data in a data set. The approach
selects the data points according to a user specified proxy for its signal content. The approach
is performed in the data domain and requires no modification to existing inversion codes.
This technique adds to the existing suite of compressive inversion algorithms. Finally, I
develop an algorithm to invert gravity data for an interfacing surface using an unstructured
mesh of triangular facets. A pertinent property of unstructured meshes is their flexibility at
representing oblique, or arbitrarily oriented structures. This flexibility makes unstructured
meshes an ideal candidate for geometry based interface inversions. The approaches I have
developed provide a suite of algorithms geared towards large-scale interpretation of potential
field data, by using an unstructured representation of both the data and model parameters.
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Airborne gravity and magnetic acquisition systems are routinely collecting high density
data along more closely spaced flight lines. This has led to densely sampled data sets
containing tens to hundreds of millions of measurements that cover large regions of the earth.
Subsequently, the computational costs required to process and interpret these large data
sets have increased dramatically. The interpretation of large-scale potential-field data plays
an important role in understanding sub-surface structures for natural resource industries.
Interpretation of these data can be split into several main categories: frequency or wavelet
analysis, depth estimation, fault or boundary detection, and inversion.
Frequency or wavelet analysis provides rugosity and anomaly scale information, allowing
filtering of the data to emphasize the expressions from sources of different depths. Depth
estimation is a class of methods that estimate the location and depth of potential-field
sources.
Fault and boundary detection methods infer the location of subsurface boundaries from
the measured data. The majority of algorithms in the literature to perform these analy-
ses revolve around techniques from the image processing community. Other methods use
derivatives and transforms of the data to make boundary locations more apparent to the
human eye. The results of these processes are delivered to the interpreter as a 2D image.
Other boundary extraction algorithms iteratively fit surfaces to sliding windows of the data
and analyse those locally generated surfaces to extract boundaries as a series of points.
These points are then joined in an iterative search fashion to form line segments. Since
these processes seek to detect arbitrarily oriented boundaries, could we use the flexibility of
unstructured meshes to delineate them?
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Inversion is a technique that constructs a subsurface physical property model using mea-
sured geophysical data and has, to date, been applied in deposit or district scales, although
several regional-scale applications have been reported. The subsurface is typically discretized
using 3D prisms and we invert the measured data to recover the physical property of each
prism. As the area of data collection increases, so does the number of cells needed to dis-
cretize the subsurface. The increase in model cells coupled with an increasing density of
data collection makes regional scale application difficult without multiprocessor computer
clusters, or problem size reduction techniques. Parallelization of previous codes is an obvi-
ous method to increase the size of the inversion problems by distributing the computational
load to multiple nodes in a computer cluster, thereby distributing the memory requirements.
Parallelization, however, should not detract from the development of algorithms, instead,
they should go hand in hand. Today’s reduction techniques have greatly reduced the com-
putational costs of inversion, yet the problem can still be unfeasible for regional scale data
sets. One of the last areas of computational cost reduction to be fully explored is in the data
domain and is therefore a worthwhile area of research.
Interface inversions are another form of boundary detection, where we seek to recover
an interface, or surface, that separates two media. These methods differ from the previous
paragraph in that the boundary separates two media in 3D. Interface inversions have been
used to recover the depth to the Moho, the outer surface of salt bodies, and the depth to
basement. The latter application has been heavily developed in the literature. Sedimen-
tary basins are of particular importance since the sedimentary layers within the basin may
have been deformed and can form hydrocarbon traps. Traditionally, the subsurface has
been discretized using prisms, which have advantages in their computational efficiency, and
generation of the finite difference matrices to describe derivatives. To date, there has been
little effort to carry out this type of inversion using unstructured meshes that can represent
geometrical features to a high fidelity. This is surprising given that this type of inversion
provides a geometrical boundary that represents arbitrarily oriented surfaces in 3D.
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These aforementioned questions and research topics are what I wish to address in my
thesis, by developing three approaches to aid in the interpretation of large-scale potential
field data. The first area of research is the incorporation of unstructured meshes of triangular
facets, to aid in geometry based analysis techniques such as map based boundary detection.
The second research topic is reduction of the computational costs of inversion in the data
domain. Finally, the third area is to discretize the subsurface using triangular facets, in
order to carry out geometry based interface inversions.
In the next chapter, I begin by providing the general framework for geophysical inversion.
I do so because the formulation for inversion, of one form or another, is used in each chapter of
the thesis. In chapter 3, I address the first of my research topics where I develop an algorithm
to automatically extract boundaries from magnetic data. This algorithm aligns and extracts
the edges in a triangular mesh that approximate boundary locations. The approach aids the
interpretation process by producing line segments corresponding to subsurface boundaries,
while maintaining a space filling mesh over the data area.
To address the computational cost issues of potential-field inversion, I develop the concept
of adaptive downsampling in chapters 4 and 5. Adaptive down sampling is the placement
of samples, taken from an existing data set, according to an image describing that data’s
signal content. In areas of high signal content, more samples are chosen, where as in low
content regions, fewer samples are chosen. I apply the adaptive downsampling algorithm
to measured geophysical data sets to reduce their number, such that they may be inverted
rapidly while maintaining the recoverable model structure after inverting them. In chapter
4, I apply the algorithm to single channel magnetic total-field anomaly data. In chapter 5,
I extend the method from single to multi channel data and apply the method to gravity
gradient data where each data point can have up to 6 measurements.
In chapter 6, I develop an algorithm to invert gravity data to recover an interface in the
subsurface. The problem is discretized using unstructured meshes of triangular facets, which
are an ideal choice for geometry based interpretation. I demonstrate the method using a
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salt body example, where we wish to recover the base of the salt body given other a priori
information from seismic interpretation.
In appendix A, I provide a simple yet effective method to speed up the generation of
the sensitivity matrix using 3D interpolation for inversions utilizing rectilinear meshes. This
algorithm is somewhat disjointed from the main theme of the thesis, however its simplicity
and effectiveness warrant inclusions, hence it is placed in the appendix. This method serves





In this chapter, I present the theoretical background and framework for geophysical
inversion. I present this framework here because inversion is used in each chapter of the
thesis. The utility of inversion is slightly different for each chapter, however, the terminology,
equations, and methods for solving the problem are common. I begin by describing the key
components to the linear inverse problem. I then describe the generation of the sensitivity
matrix for gravity, gravity gradient and magnetic data. Finally I finish by describing the
practical application of the algorithm. In chapter 6 I describe the formulation of a non-linear
inverse problem.
2.1 General Inversion Framework
Inversion is a mathematical technique that constructs a subsurface property model using
measured geophysical data, with the incorporation of other a priori information if available.
Given a finite number of measured geophysical observations dobs = [dobs1 , ..., d
obs
N ]
T we wish to
recover a model m = [m1, ...,mM ]
T that describes the subsurface. Typically the number of
model parametersM is larger than the number of data N and so we have an underdetermined
problem that we must solve. Further more, our measurements are not perfect and are
contaminated by noise. We therefore require the use of regularization when we solve for
the model m, such that we may reproduce the measured data without overfitting them and
hence the noise. Regularization also allows the incorporation of structural or petrophysical
information, making the recovered model more geologically plausible.
Following the work of Li & Oldenburg (1996) and Li & Oldenburg (1998), a classical
approach to regularization is through Tikhonov regularization (Tikhonov & Arsenin, 1977)
where we seek to minimize the following objective function,
min Φ(m) = Φd + µΦm, (2.1)
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where Φd is the data misfit, Φm is the model objective function, and µ is the regularization
parameter that determines the balance between the two terms.











where f(m) is the forward modelling operator that generates predicted data from a model
and Wd is the data weighting matrix to account for errors in the data. Wd is typically
a diagonal matrix whose components are the reciprocal standard deviations for each data
point. The effect of Wd provides more weight to the data with lower uncertainties. In this
thesis, the forward modelling operator involves the discretization of an integral expression
that relates the subsurface physical properties to their response at a set of observation
locations. We may express the forward modelling operator f(m) in matrix vector from Gm
where G is an N ×M sensitivity matrix that relates each discretized model cell to each data
point. The sensitivity matrix will be discussed in greater detail later in this chapter.
The model objective function is a measure of the structural complexity of the model, for
example in a general form,




where the first term is the smallest model term, the second term contains spatial derivative
constraints, and mref is an a priori constructed reference model. The smallest model term
controls the influence of the reference model on the recovered model. The parameter p varies
between 1 and 2. When p = 2, the recovered model tends to be smoother, whilst when p = 1
the recovered model tends to be piecewise constant, or ”blocky”. There has been a lot of
work related to the choice of p and (Sun & Li, 2014) provides a comprehensive overview of
these methods. The value of p is not the focus of this thesis, and is equal to 2 throughout
this thesis. It is through the model objective function that a priori information can be
incorporated into the inversion (Farquharson et al., 2008).
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The matrix Wi, i = x, y, z is an operator that computes the derivatives of the model
in each dimension. For 3D inversion, these matrices compute derivatives in the x, y, and z
directions. The adopted co-ordinate system throughout this thesis is a right hand Cartesian
system where x is Northing, y is Easting, and z is positive vertically down. In 2D, we need
only the operators pertaining to the two directions. The subsurface is typically discretized
using two types of meshes. The first is a rectilinear mesh whereby the subsurface volume is
broken up into juxtaposed prisms. The operators in this scenario are simply finite difference
operators. The second method of discretization uses unstructured meshes of tetrahedra
(Lelièvre & Farquharson, 2013). The generation of the derivative operators for this type
of discretization is more complicated than for rectilinear meshes. In chapters 4 and 5, and
appendix A the subsurface volume will be discretized using 3D rectilinear meshes and hence
uses the simpler finite difference matrices. In chapters 3 and 6 I use 2D triangular meshes
to discretize the problem. The gradient operators, therefore, need only operate in the x and
y directions, and I discuss how to generate them for this type of discretization.
To obtain the solution to the objective function given in equation 2.1, we takes its deriva-






s Wsmref , (2.4)
Am = b, (2.5)
where A = (GTWTdWdG + µW
T
mWm), b = G
TWTdWdd + µW
T
s Wsmref , and W
T
mWm
contains both smallest model and derivative terms from the model objective function. One
way to solve this system of equations would be to invert the matrixA, however the generation
of A is prohibitive since its size is M ×M and M , the number of model cells can easily be in
the tens of millions. The largest component of A is the sensitivity matrix G, which without
compression is of size N ×M and dense. We therefore turn to the method of preconditioned
conjugate gradients (Hestenes & Stiefel, 1952) to solve equation 2.4. Conjugate gradients is
an iterative method that only requires that we know the matrix-vector product on the left
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hand side of the equation. The matrix-vector multiplication using A is also separable as
shown in algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 : Compute (GTWTdWdG+ µW
T
mWm)m
1: Ĝ = WdG
2: y1 = W
T
mWmm
3: x1 = Ĝm
4: x2 = Ĝ
Tx1
5: Result = x2 + µy1
Algorithm 1 indicates that we need not explicitly compute and store GTG. Instead
we only need to store G and perform an in place matrix-transpose-vector operation. This
operation is important, becauseG can require tens of Gb of memory which is far greater than
the RAM of most current personal computers ,and therefore storing GTG compounds this
memory requirement. Since the storage of G alone can easily make the inversion unfeasible,
methods have been developed to reduce its size. These methods are discussed in chapters 4
and 5 and an approach is presented to reduce the number of data that we need in the inverse
procedure while maintaining the recoverable model structure after inversion. In appendix A
a method is presented to reduce the time needed to generate the sensitivity matrix.
We may also wish to impose limits on the recovered parameter values using upper and
lower bounds. This can be accomplished using the log barrier method (Li & Oldenburg,
2000a; Saunders, 1996), and the objective function becomes,
















where u and l are upper and lower bounds for each model parameter, and λ is the log
barrier parameter. Conceptually, the log barrier term restricts the feasible region in which
the inversion can search, and prevents the recovered model parameters from extended past
each bound. By implementing the log barrier method our problem becomes non-linear, and
the method outlined in Li & Oldenburg (2000a) is followed.
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A major component of inversion that has yet to be discussed is the generation of the
sensitivity matrix G, which is discussed next.
2.2 The Sensitivity Matrix
The sensitivity matrix G is a dense coefficient matrix that describes the geometry of our
discretized subsurface and the physics relating each discrete cell (or source) to the measured
observation locations. The physics of the problem will change depending on the data that
we are inverting. I will use gravity as an example where the gravitational potential at the







where γ is the gravitational constant, |r − ri| is the distance from the observation location
to the volume, and ρ(r) is the density. The gravitational acceleration is the gradient of the
potential, hence,








We may discretize the volume into juxtaposed prisms, and hence the volume integral











If we assume that the density is constant inside each cell, we get the elements of the







which is used to form the full matrix G for each data point,i, and model cell j. We may
then predict the gravity response at our observation locations by multiplying the sensitivity
matrix by the density in each cell.
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Similarly for gravity gradient data, we have that the gravity gradient tensor is the spatial
derivative of the gravitational acceleration and is a tensor T = ∇∇TU (Li, 2015),





















































dVj, η, ζ = x, y, z. (2.14)










where the sensitivity of the xx component of the gravity gradiometry data for the jth block
is entry 1, 1 in GGGij , and so on for the other components.
Finally for the magnetic problem, the magnetic potential due to a volume of uniform












where we assume that magnetization, M, is isotropic in the body, demagnetization effects
are negligible, and there is no remanence (Li & Oldenburg, 2000b).












When there is no self demagnetization or remanence, the magnetization is parallel and














The anomalous magnetic flux density Ba is related to the anomalous field by Ba = µ0Ha,

























and the projection onto any measurement direction can be obtained by a dot product with
the unit vector specifying that direction. The analytical solutions to the above integral
expressions for prisms has been presented by Nagy (1966), Sharma (1966), Bhattacharyya
(1964), Kunaratnam (1981), Rao & Babu (1991), and Sorokin (1951) and Haáz (1953) as
cited by Nagy (1966).
The sensitivity matrix naturally decays with depth or distance. For example, the mag-
netic field decays as 1/r3 and as such, cells further away from a data location have a smaller
effect on the solution than cells closer to that location. To counteract this decay, Li & Old-
enburg (1996) introduce a depth weighting function of the form w(z) = (z − z0)
3
2 . Instead,
weighting the sensitivity matrix by distance, or the rows of the matrix itself was developed
by Li & Oldenburg (2000c). The incorporation of the weighting function into the model ob-
jective function prevents the concentration of structure in the recovered model at the surface
of the earth during the inversion.
With the major components of the inversion covered one final question remains. How do
we choose the regularization parameter µ such that we can obtain a model that minimizes
equation 2.1. Next I discuss three approaches to choosing the regularization parameter.
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2.3 Determining the regularization parameter
The key component of the inverse formulation above is the regularization parameter
µ that determines the balance between the data misfit and model objective function in
equation 2.1. A large regularization parameter will impose large amounts of smoothing in
the recovered model, while a small regularization parameter will allow the recovered model
to fit the data to a higher degree, high enough and it will fit the noise. We therefore need to
determine an optimal value for µ and hence balance the effect of the two terms on the final
recovered model.
2.3.1 Discrepancy Principle
Morozov’s discrepancy principle tells us that if the noise estimates of the data are known,
we can determine the optimal regularization parameter µ iteratively such that it satisfies
‖dobs −Gm‖2 ≤ Nσ2, (2.21)
in other words, can we determine the regularization parameter that gives us an optimal data
misfit. We can utilize the fact that Φd is a monotonic function of µ to obtain the optimal
parameter.























i.e. Φ∗d and Φ̄d are scaled versions of each other by the noise estimate. If we apply this to
our objective function equation 2.1 we have
min Φd + µΦm, (2.24)
min Φ̄d + σ
2µΦm. (2.25)
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By assuming that our errors statistics are that of a χ2 distribution with N parameters,
our expected value is N . We can therefore fix our target data misfit Φ∗d to the number of
data, and iteratively search for an optimal regularization parameter that gives us Φ∗d (Li
& Oldenburg, 2003). In the practical application of inversion to field data sets, however,
we rarely know the statistics of our data errors, which causes the underlying assumptions
of the discrepancy principle to break down. We must therefore choose other approaches
for estimating the regularization parameter that gives us the optimal balance between data
misfit and model objective function. Two methods are described here, they are generalized
cross validation (GCV), and the L-curve criterion.
2.3.2 Generalized Cross Validation
Generalized cross validation (GCV) is based on the leave-one-out principle and is a gen-
eralized form ordinary cross validation (OCV) first introduced by for linear regression by
Allen (1974) and smoothing splines (Wahba, 1990; Wahba & Wold, 1975). The OCV esti-














k is the predicted data at the k
th observation location, obtained from a recovered
model with the kth observed data point omitted. To compute Vo(µ) for a single value of µ,
we must invert the data N times, each time with a data point removed. This is a huge
operation for even small data sets. There are two major issues with OCV for practical
purposes. First, if you rotate the observations to a different reference frame, you do not get
the same OCV result, and second, it is computationally expensive. To address these issues,
the generalized cross validation method was proposed (Golub et al., 1979) where the GCV











[N − tr(A)]2 , (2.27)
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V (µ) = N2
‖[I−WdG(GTWTdWdG+ µWTmWm)−1GTWTd ]Wddobs‖
[N − tr(WdG(GTWTdWdG+ µWTmWm)−1GTWTd )]2
. (2.28)
The largest operation to be performed in equation 2.28 is to compute the trace of the
matrix on the denominator. A traditional approach to estimating the trace of an implicit
function is a Monte Carlo approach. Hutchinson’s trace estimator (Hutchinson, 1990) is one
such method,
tr(A) = zTAz, (2.29)
where A is an N×M symmetric matrix, and z is a random vector with entries that are i.i.d.
Rademacher variables, (Pr(zi = ±1) = 0.5). The GCV function then becomes,
V (µ) = N2
‖[I−WdG(GTWTdWdG+ µWTmWm)−1GTWTd ]Wddobs‖
[N − zTWdG(GTWTdWdG+ µWTmWm)−1GTWTd z]2
, (2.30)




−1GTWTd z is a solution to our linear system
of equations but with the observed data replaced by the Rademacher vector. We therefore
obtain mhutch using the conjugate gradient method. The GCV estimator, therefore involves
two solutions to the system of equations for each regularization parameter µ. The first
uses the observed data for the numerator, and the second using z for the denominator
(Li & Oldenburg, 2003). The values for V (µ) can be examined to find which µ gives the
minimum value. Avron & Toledo (2011) provide analysis of different trace estimators such
as the Gaussian, Rayleigh-quotient, unit vector, and mixed unit vector estimators. Haber &
Oldenburg (2000) presented an approach to use GCV for the solution of non-linear ill-posed
problems. The approach involves producing a GCV curve for each iteration of the inversion.
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2.3.3 L-Curve Criterion
The L-Curve approach was developed to observe the balance between the data misfit
term and model objective term when minimizing the total objective function in equation 2.1.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the L-curve for three scenarios. The first, is when the regularization
parameter is large, and more weight is given to the model objective function. The model
objective is small, and the data misfit is large since the smooth model cannot fit the signal.
As regularization parameter decreases, we fit more and more signal, dropping the data misfit
significantly but adding small amounts of structure to the model. On the other hand, when
the regularization parameter is small, more weight is given to the data misfit term. The
model is allowed to contain a lot of structure and will overfit the noise in the data. As the
regularization parameter increases, the model structure is decreased with a relatively small
change in the data misfit. The characteristic L-curve shape of the Tikhonov curve, discussed
by Hansen (1992) and Lawson & Hanson (1995), provides a means to estimate an optimal
regularization parameter at the corner point of the curve.
Figure 2.1: Illustration of the L-Curve where the data misfit and model objective function
for different regularization parameters are plotted against each other. The plot is usually on
a log-log scale to emphasize the corner point.
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We can numerically determine where the corner point is on the Tikhonov curve by com-
puting its curvature. Since Φd and Φm are functions of µ we have the following expression





















where Φ̃ = log10(Φ) and prime denotes differentiation with respect to µ. The point of
maximum curvature provides the regularization at the corner of the L-Curve.
With the general framework of geophysical inversion described, I can move on to chapter
3, ”Automatic boundary extraction from magnetic field data using triangular meshes.”
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CHAPTER 3
AUTOMATIC BOUNDARY EXTRACTION FROM MAGNETIC FIELD DATA USING
TRIANGULAR MESHES
3.1 Summary
Boundary extraction is a collective term that we use for the process of extracting the
locations of faults, lineaments, and lateral boundaries between geological units using geophys-
ical observations such as measurements of the magnetic field. The process typically begins
with a pre-processing stage where the data are transformed to enhance the visual clarity
of pertinent features and hence improve the interpretability of the data. The majority of
the existing methods are based on raster grid enhancement techniques and the boundaries
are extracted as a series of points or line segments. In contrast, we set out a methodology
for boundary extraction from magnetic data in which we represent the transformed data as
a surface in 3D using a mesh of triangular facets. After initializing the mesh, we modify
the node locations such that the mesh smoothly represents the transformed data and that
facet edges are aligned with features in the data that approximate the horizontal locations of
subsurface boundaries. To illustrate our boundary extraction algorithm, we first apply it to
a synthetic data set and we then apply it to identify boundaries in a magnetic data set from
the McFaulds Lake area in Ontario, Canada. The extracted boundaries are in agreement
with known boundaries and several of the regions that are completely enclosed by extracted
boundaries coincide with regions of known mineralization.
Chapter has been accepted for publication in Geophysics with Dr. Yaoguo Li as a co-author.
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3.2 Introduction
The interpretation of potential field data plays an important role in many projects that
require an understanding of sub-surface structures. Interpretation of these data can involve
different types of processing such as inversion, spatial frequency or wavelet analysis, depth
estimation, or structural mapping of faults and boundaries.
Inversion is a technique where measured data are used to derive a subsurface physical
property model. To date, it has been primarily applied at deposit or district scales, although
several regional-scale applications have been reported. The computational costs of inversion
are significantly higher than for other forms of potential field data processing. However,
the importance of the computational requirements when deciding what processing to apply,
is diminishing as high performance computing resources become more generally available.
Spatial frequency or wavelet analysis provides anomaly scale information, allowing filtering
of the data to emphasize the expressions from sources that have different horizontal extents
or occur at different depths. Depth estimation methods are used to determine the location
and depth of potential field sources.
Fault and boundary detection methods are used to infer the 2D horizontal location of the
edges of those sources. These mapping methods are used extensively in mineral exploration
to identify, for example, structurally controlled areas that are prospective for mineraliza-
tion. These methods also play an important role in basin characterization for oil and gas
exploration. Manual fault and boundary mapping methods have been used extensively for
the interpretation of large potential field data sets, but this approach is often thought to be
subjective and time consuming. To some degree, semi-automated computer-based methods
can be used to alleviate these objections, and this has led to the development of algorithms
that help to identify faults and edges from potential field data. In the following, we will refer
to these fault and boundary features collectively as ”boundaries”.
Methods to identify boundaries can typically involve the sequential application of two
processes: a boundary enhancement process and a boundary extraction process. Boundary
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enhancement methods are principally grid-based processes, and they are used to enhance
the visual clarity of boundary locations in a data set. Thurston & Brown (1994), Boschetti
et al. (2000), Fedi & Florio (2001), Fedi (2002), and Cooper & Cowan (2008, 2007) provide
examples of the use of both horizontal and vertical gradients to enhance the location of
body edges. Others use the tilt-angle method (Cascone et al., 2012; Fairhead et al., 2011;
Ferreira et al., 2013; Miller & Singh, 1994; Salem et al., 2008; Wijns et al., 2005). Sykes &
Das (2000) use directional filtering via the 2D Radon transform, while Hornby et al. (1999)
use the wavelet transform. Buckingham et al. (2003) use content based image retrieval
techniques that analyze the color, texture, shape or spatial relationships within the image.
More recently, Zhang et al. (2014) couple Gaussian functions and derivatives to enhance
potential field data, while Hassan & Yalamanchili (2013) and Hidalgo-Gato & Barbosa (2015)
use the monogenic signal.
A variety of different methods have been used to extract vector representations of the
boundaries (e.g., points or line segments) from magnetic data. After applying the pseudo-
gravity transform to magnetic data (Baranov, 1957), Blakely & Simpson (1986) find the
locations of maxima in the total horizontal gradient via 1-D interpolation. A similar approach
has been used by others with different quantities such as the 2D local curvature of the total
horizontal gradient of reduced-to-the-pole magnetic data (Hansen & deRidder, 2006) or
the total gradient of magnetic anomaly data (Roest et al., 1992). Lee et al. (2012) add
a network-extraction algorithm to this general methodology to account for noise without
the need for filtering. By applying similar procedures to multiply upward continued data,
Milligan et al. (2003) and FitzGerald & Paterson (2013) produce a set of points in 3D that
represent dipping faults. They then fit the points with planar surfaces, which may be inserted
into a 3D representation of the subsurface. Tschirhart & Morris (2015) apply multiple edge
extraction methods to a data set and refine the set of edges by selecting the edges for
which multiple methods agree. Agarwal & Kanasewich (1971) use the Fourier transform
and cross correlation to trace lineaments as line segments while Zhang et al. (2006) use the
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Radon transform. Phillips et al. (2007) extend an approach similar to that of Blakely &
Simpson (1986) and Hansen & deRidder (2006) by iteratively connecting recovered points,
thus forming line segments. Trends have also been extracted as line segments by use of
the Hough transform (Fitton & Cox, 1998). Techniques such as skeletonization and image
entropy from the image processing community have also proven to be successful for extracting
line segments (Eaton & Vasudevan, 2004; Holden et al., 2008).
Similar methods of lineament extraction have been applied to digital elevation models
(DEMs). Common objectives are to delineate the boundaries of watersheds or the direction
of drainage. By iteratively tracing the slopes in the DEM grid, Douglas (1986) differentiates
between adjacent basins. Sathyamoorthy (2008) applies skeletonization to the DEM, pro-
ducing results that are visually similar to Eaton & Vasudevan (2004). Tribe (1992) grows
the direction of drainage from grid cell to grid cell using seeds located at the valley head and
valley bottom.
The overwhelming majority of geophysical applications use grid-based methods to rep-
resent the data for boundary extraction. In many other applications, however, triangular
meshes have been used to represent the data surface - e.g., for surface topography in the
case of hydrology. These meshes are typically generated using either the entire set of grid
cell centers, or from elevation contour lines. Vieux et al. (1988) align the mesh edges such
that they follow stream lines by utilizing the contour lines of the DEM.
As an alternate approach to boundary extraction from an image of gridded magnetic field
data, we expand upon the method of Foks & Li (2013) and extract the boundaries as line
segment vectors from a space-filling mesh of triangular facets. We choose to use triangular
meshes because of their flexibility for representing arbitrarily oriented features and surfaces
(e.g., Lelièvre & Farquharson (2013)). Since we want to extract ridges of arbitrary orientation
from the data, triangular meshes are a natural choice to achieve this. After initializing the
mesh, we align the edges that are in proximity to the ridges whilst maintaining a mesh that
fills the surrounding areas. We then smooth the representation of the ridges by solving a
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two-stage optimization problem. The mesh edges that are concordant with ridge axes can
be identified and extracted, thus allowing us to easily characterize different regions within
the data grid.
Our approach can be applied to gridded magnetic data that have been prepared using
many different grid-based pre-processing techniques such as those described above. The
proviso to this statement is that the boundary locations must be represented as ridges. Our
method could also be applied to multiply upward continued data grids such as that used
by Milligan et al. (2003) or FitzGerald & Paterson (2013) to generate a 3D tetrahedral
mesh with facets that honor the dipping boundary surfaces. This 3D tetrahedral mesh
would permit us to discretize the fault surfaces and separate them from the surrounding
volume in a single algorithm. This 3D tetrahedral mesh would provide an extra link between
interpretation, modeling and inversion, since the extracted boundaries could be used as
constraints in an inversion. Although our focus in this paper is on magnetic data, the
methodology is applicable to gravity and gravity gradient data. We also note that our
algorithm could be used in other contexts such as the delineation of watershed boundaries
or drainage networks from digital elevation models.
In this paper, we begin by presenting the synthetic magnetic total-field anomaly data
that is used to demonstrate the method. We then describe our preferred pre-processing step
that ensures that the boundary locations are characterized by ridges in an image. Next, we
present the four stages that make up our boundary extraction algorithm and demonstrate
its essential components with the synthetic example that was shown previously. To round
out the paper, we apply the method to a field magnetic data set from the McFaulds Lake
area in northwestern Ontario, Canada.
3.3 Method
Our boundary extraction method consists of two equally important steps. The first step
processes the magnetic data to produce an image whose ridges correspond to boundaries.
The second step identifies the boundaries using a space-filling mesh of triangular facets. In
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the description of our method, we will discuss these two steps separately. For reference, we
provide an overview of the entire boundary extraction method, which is shown in Algorithm
2. Next, we introduce a synthetic model as an illustration to help present the method.
Figure Figure 3.1a shows the synthetic model containing two east-west trending vertical
dykes and a central block with anomalous magnetization. We gave the southern dyke an
undulating top surface in order to increase the data complexity over that dyke. We forward
modeled total-field magnetic anomaly data on a 20-m by 20-m grid at a terrain clearance of
1 m using an inducing field with an inclination of −62o, declination of 2o and intensity of
58,200 nT, and then contaminated these data with Gaussian noise with a standard deviation
of 1% of the data range. The magnitude of magnetization for the two dykes was 9.3 A/m
while the central block had a magnetization of 18.5 A/m. Figure Figure 3.1b shows the
synthetic data with anomalies located over the causative bodies. We note in particular that
the anomalies are asymmetrical due to the inclination of the inducing field used in forward
modeling, and that the data above the southern dyke has patterns that mirror the variations
in the depth to the top of the dyke.
3.3.1 Data Processing
We begin our boundary extraction method with the generation of an image from magnetic
data such that boundaries are represented as ridges. By doing this, we convert the problem of
boundary identification to one of identifying the ridges in an image. This image preparation
step is equal in importance to the boundary extraction process itself.
There are many different data transformation methods that could be applied to the grid-
ded total magnetic intensity data that might be considered suitable to meet the requirement
for the subsurface boundaries to be expressed as ridges in the grid. Many of these involve
a two-stage process; (1) a transformation that produces anomalies centered above a source,
followed by (2) calculation of the total horizontal gradient (Cordell, 1979). In the following,
we cite a number of the popular methods for part (1) before setting out the reasoning for
having a preference for using the magnetic amplitude transformation.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Perspective view of a synthetic model with a central block and vertical dykes
to the north and south. The southern dyke has an undulating top surface to increase the
complexity of the magnetic data above it. The magnitude of magnetization for the central
block and dykes is 18.5 A/m and 9.3 A/m respectively (b) Total-field anomaly data calculated
from the synthetic model in (a) with an inducing field inclination of -62o, declination of 2o
and intensity of 58,200 nT. Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 1% of the data range
were added to the data.
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Algorithm 2 : Method Overview
1: ∆T ← Grid the total field anomaly data
2: |Ba| ← Calculate the magnetic amplitude of ∆T
3: THD ← Calculate the total horizontal derivative of |Ba|
4: NTHD ← Normalize the THD to [0.0 1.0]
5: Optional: Image enhancement to reduce the dynamic range of the NTHD
6: Initialize a lattice of nodes over the NTHD image
7: Align the horizontal locations of the nodes in the initial lattice with ridges
in the NTHD image
8: RASFM ← Triangulate the aligned lattice to form a ridge-aligned, space-filling mesh
9: Assign the NTHD image values to the node heights using interpolation
10: Smooth the heights of the mesh nodes using a regularized optimization pro-
cess
11: Calculate the curvature tensor of the mesh at the node locations
12: if Trace of tensor < 0 OR node height < 10% of the maximum node height then
reject the node
13: Move the accepted nodes using an iterative non-linear spatial averaging pro-
cess
14: Thin the shifted nodes by moving each to the nearest node in the RASFM
Traditionally, the total horizontal gradient has been applied to pseudo-gravity or reduced-
to-the-pole (RTP) data. The pseudo-gravity transformation (Baranov, 1957) assumes a linear
relationship between the magnitude of magnetization and density to compute a gravity-like
anomaly over the anomalous susceptibilities, thus producing an anomaly centered above a
causative body. The RTP process (Baranov, 1957) involves a phase transform that simulates
data collected at the magnetic pole where the inducing-field is vertical. RTP data contain
anomalies with maxima located over a target and negative side lobes on the flanks. A
limitation of RTP data is their dependence on the direction of the source magnetization
such that features that have significant remanence in a direction that is not parallel to the
inducing field will produce RTP data where the maxima are no longer directly over the source
and have anomalies with complex form. Furthermore, the RTP operator becomes unbounded
at low latitudes, which causes instabilities in its calculation. The pseudo-gravity operator
suffers from the same dependencies as the RTP operator (Blakely, 1996). Therefore, we
conclude that both of these approaches fail our requirement of producing simple anomalies
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directly above the source when the magnetization direction is different to the inducing field
direction.
Nabighian (1972) showed that the amplitude of the analytic signal in 2D is the envelope
of the first derivatives. He showed that this quantity is independent of inclination which
is in marked contrast to the RTP or pseudo-gravity transformations. Unfortunately the
corresponding quantity in three dimensions, i.e., the total gradient (Roest et al., 1992), is
weakly dependent on magnetization direction. That said, this dependence is less than is the
case for the RTP operator.
In contrast to the authors noted above, we have a preference for using the total horizon-
tal derivative applied to magnetic amplitude data as our data processing method. Magnetic
amplitude data produce an approximate envelope to the total-field anomaly data. Their de-
pendence on magnetization direction is weaker still than the total gradient. The amplitude
data produce positive anomalies that are nearly symmetrical and approximately centered
anomalies over a target. Negative side lobes are absent, and their calculation does not de-
pend on knowing the magnetization direction (Stavrev & Gerovska, 2000). Correspondingly,
amplitude data are better placed to deal with the presence of remanent magnetization which
is common in large-scale magnetic data interpretation projects (Li et al., 2010; Shearer,






az can be com-
puted in either the Fourier domain (Lourenco & Morrison, 1973) or in the space domain
using an equivalent source technique (Dampney, 1969).
The amplitude data for our synthetic model show anomalies located over each source
(Figure Figure 3.2a), while the total horizontal derivative of the amplitude data, normalized
to the range [0.0 1.0] (Figure Figure 3.2b), have maxima above the source edges. Since this
was the characteristic that we required in preparation for applying our boundary extraction
methodology, we were able to use this image as the input to the boundary extraction algo-
rithm which we describe next. We have found that the transformation of the normalized
total horizontal derivative of amplitude data has worked equally well with the other data
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sets that we have tested.
3.3.2 Boundary Extraction
Given a pre-processed image of magnetic data that characterizes boundaries as ridges
and has been normalized to the range [0.0 1.0], we generate a mesh of nodes that we use
to represent the image as a smooth surface in 3D and from which we identify ridges. We
determine the node locations by solving an optimization problem such that these nodes
are aligned with the ridges horizontally (i.e., in plan view) and that the surface provides a
smooth representation of the ”height” of the image. To solve this problem, we split it into
two separate optimization stages. In the first stage, we align a lattice of nodes in the x-y
plane with ridges in the image. We then connect the aligned nodes using a mesh of triangular
facets and use the mesh to represent the 2D image in 3D. It has been our experience that
superior results are obtained when it comes to improving the definition of the important
ridge axes and reducing the influence of higher-frequency features and noise that may be
present by applying a smoothing pass to the mesh. Finally, we extract mesh edges close to
ridge axes as line segments and simplify them while maintaining the connectivity map of the
space-filling mesh elements between the extracted edges.
The first stage in our boundary extraction algorithm is the generation of a horizontal
lattice of nodes over an image. We want to distribute the lattice of nodes such that they
automatically align with ridges in the image. To achieve this objective, we implement the
atomic meshing method where an n-dimensional lattice of nodes, or atoms, is aligned with
features in an n-dimensional image (Hale, 2006, 2001; Hale & Emanuel, 2002; Hale et al.,
2004). The desired alignment of nodes is achieved by solving an optimization problem that
uses the analogy that the nodes on the image are able to move up and down the slopes of
the image in response to attractive and repulsive forces between nodes. This formulation
prevents the nodes from getting too close together or too far apart, and thereby produces a
space-filling lattice.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Magnetic amplitude data. (b) An image of the total horizontal derivative
of amplitude data. These data were used to create a surface that contained peaks directly
above lateral changes in magnetic susceptibility within the model.
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3.3.3 Initial Lattice
To generate an initial lattice of nodes over an image, we used the algorithm presented by
Hale (2001) that generates a pseudo-regular lattice via a distance function that determines
the distances between nodes. We generate our distance function as an image by non-linearly
mapping the input image,
Ddf = (αc − αf )e−γDin + αf , (3.1)
where Din is an input image normalized to the range [0.0 1.0], αc is the coarse distance, αf
is the fine distance, and γ determines how quickly the exponential function decays from the
coarse to the fine distance. Ddf controls the distance between nodes when they are placed
over the data area. αf determines how close two nodes can be, while αc determines the
maximum distance between two nodes. They act as upper and lower bounds on the inter-
nodal spacing. The inclusion of our input image in the expression for the distance function
ensures that nodes will be closer together in the important areas, i.e., where there are ridges
in the image, and further apart in the lower amplitude areas that correspond to featureless
areas in the total horizontal derivative of amplitude data.
To initialize a lattice of nodes over the distance function, we begin by placing a parent
node at a random location within the image. We obtain the nearest neighbor pixel value
from the distance function to the parent node, and assign that distance as the parent node’s
radius of influence. For each azimuth angle of 60o around the parent node, we place a child
node at a distance equal to the parent’s influence radius. We then compare the location
of the child node to the location of any established parent node. If a child node is further
than 80% of any parent node’s influence, we append the child node to a queue. We then
randomly choose a child node from the queue, remove it from that queue, and promote it
to being a parent node. The new parent node is assigned its own influence radius. We then
repeat the placement of children nodes for each new parent node until the entire data area
is fully populated or the queue of children nodes is empty. We note, that when the children
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of the first parent node are placed, they are all accepted into the queue since each is outside
80% of the first parent node’s influence. We chose to use an angle of 60o because a regular
triangular mesh can be composed of equilateral triangles whose internal angles are 60o. Since
we change the distances between our nodes, the internal angles will deviate from 60o, and
hence we refer to the initial lattice as being ”pseudo-regular”.
We could have chosen to use each pixel center as a node in the mesh, thereby producing a
dense, regularly spaced lattice. However, a spatially varying lattice has two advantages over
a dense, regular lattice in the present context of boundary extraction. First, the number
of nodes is reduced and this reduces the computation time when extracting the boundary
locations. Second, by using a mesh that permits irregular spacing of the nodes, we open up
the possibility of adjusting the node locations such that they align with the ridges in the
image. A regular lattice does not allow for node movement, and we would no longer be able
to obtain the benefits in precision that follow when we align the nodes with ridges in the
image.
3.3.4 Horizontal Distribution
Here, we provide a brief overview of the atomic meshing method and refer the reader
to Hale (2001) for a more comprehensive description. Let the horizontal Cartesian co-
ordinates of a set of nodes p = (x,y) be the vectors x and y of length N where N is
the number of nodes. Let dji = pj − pi be the vector that characterizes the horizontal
separation distance and direction between two nodes at locations (xi, yi) and (xj, yj), and let
rji = ‖dji‖2 =
√
(xj − xi)2 + (yj − yi)2 be the euclidean distance between the two nodes. To
align nodes with ridges in the image, nodes are moved such that they minimize the following
objective function,
Φh = (1− β)ΦA + βΦI , (3.2)
where Φh is the total potential energy defined as the weighted sum of an image potential
energy, ΦI , and an atomic potential energy, ΦA. β is a regularization parameter in the range
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[0.0 1.0] and determines how well the nodes align with ridges. Small values of β create
a regularly spaced lattice with nodes that are not aligned with image ridges because the
attractive and repulsive forces are dominant. High β values give more weight to the image,
allowing nodes to ”roll down” the entire image slopes without maintaining a well-behaved
lattice. A mesh can be generated via triangulation of a ”well-behaved” lattice such that the
triangular facets have internal angles close to 60o. It is preferable to have a well-behaved
lattice when it comes to the practicalities of triangulation, and their numerical stability
(Shewchuk, 2002b).
The image potential is calculated as a summation of the nearest neighbor image values






where Din(xi, yi) is the nearest neighbor pixel value from the input image to the node
location.
The atomic potential energy is the accumulation of the inter-atomic potentials calculated














is the inter-atomic distance normalized by a nominal distance and φ(u) is

















The atomic meshing procedure can be applied to an image of either ridges or troughs.
For an image of ridges, the nodes tend to move away from the ridge crests. If we then
triangulate the lattice, we will have triangular elements that span a ridge axis. Instead, an
image of troughs will allow nodes to ”roll” towards and align along the trough axes. Upon
triangulation, the mesh will have edges that are parallel to these trough axes. Therefore,
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to obtain the desired horizontal distribution of the lattice, we reverse the sign of our input
image, which transforms the peaks in the image to troughs. Once the lattice is aligned with
these troughs, we revert back to an image of ridges.
In Figure Figure 3.3a, we initialized a lattice of nodes over the data area using equation
3.1 with parameters αf=40 m, αc=120 m, γ=10, and nearest neighbor interpolation for the
assignment of image values to the proposed node locations. There is a higher density of nodes
in the vicinity of ridges in the image while the featureless areas contain fewer nodes. Figure
Figure 3.3b shows the lattice of nodes aligned horizontally with ridges in the image using
β=0.5 in equation 3.2. We then connected the nodes as a surface with triangular facets using
Delaunay triangulation (Bernal, 1995; Chew, 1989; Shewchuk, 2002a). Figures Figure 3.3c
and Figure 3.3d provide a close up view of the initial lattice of nodes and horizontally aligned
nodes, respectively, for the region outlined in grey in Figure Figure 3.3a.
The triangulation is represented by two lists, v and F. v = {vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ N} contains







3) contains indices to the three nodes that define the facet and Nt is the total
number of facets. If two nodes share an edge, the nodes are adjacent, whereas two nodes
sharing a facet are neighbors. A facet is incident to a node if that node is one of its three
corners, and the set of NF i incident facets to node vi is F
i (Taubin, 1995). The properties
of adjacency and incidence are used when we identify the nodes and edges that represent
the source boundaries.
We now proceed to extract the nodes and mesh edges along the ridges from the remainder
of the mesh. To do so, we use the triangulated mesh to represent the 2D image in 3D by
assigning the nearest neighbor image value to each node as the node height. We note that
other interpolation methods, such as bilinear or bicubic, may be used but our experience
has been that the computational expense is not warranted. We can then use the geometry
of the mesh to extract the edges. We note, that the ridge axes can be disrupted by the
presence of noise and by undulations in height. To obtain the desired continuity, we apply
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regularized smoothing to the mesh, which we formulate as a second optimization problem.
The approach is data driven and we describe below a robust method for determining the
optimal amount of smoothing.
Figure 3.3: (a) The lattice of nodes that was initialized over an image of the normalized
total horizontal derivative. The inter-nodal spacing was dependent on the magnitude of the
image. (b) The lattice showing nodes and triangular facets after being optimally aligned
horizontally with ridges and then meshed using Delaunay triangulation. Zoom in views for




During the first stage of our boundary extraction algorithm, we generated a lattice of
nodes and aligned them with ridges in an image. The mesh generated from the aligned
lattice was then used to represent the image in 3D. Potential-field data typically contain un-
desirable noise and the effects of small-scale inhomogeneities. We therefore apply smoothing
to enhance the components of the image that we consider to be signal in this context.
Given a mesh with N nodes and fixed horizontal Cartesian co-ordinates x and y, let zd
be the height of the nodes and let zr be a vector of smoothed node heights of length N . We
can smooth the mesh by minimizing the following objective function,
Φs = (1− µ)Φz + µΦr, (3.6)
where Φz is a height misfit function, Φr is a measure of the surface roughness and µ is a
smoothing parameter in the range (0.0 1.0). We choose Φz to be the squared L2 norm of the
difference between smoothed and original node heights,
Φz = ||zr − zd||22 . (3.7)
The surface roughness measure, Φr, imposes geometrical constraints on the reconstructed
surface and is expressed as a combination of a smallest and flattest term as follows,
Φsmall = αsmall
∫ ∫















Φr = Φsmall + Φflat, (3.10)
= αsmall
∫ ∫














where zref is a reference surface to guide the smoothing, which we discuss in more detail
later. The smallest objective function constrains the reconstructed surface, such that it is
close to the reference surface. The flattest objective function constrains the derivatives of
the mesh to be small and locally as flat as possible.
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To discretize the flattest objective function Φflat and express it in matrix form, we calcu-
late the derivatives using linear interpolation of the node heights. Let zr(x, y) be the plane
through a triangular facet used to expressed as,
zr = ax+ by + c. (3.12)
Taking the derivatives of zr with respect to x and y yields,
Φflat =
∫ ∫
(a2 + b2)dxdy. (3.13)




3), we have three equa-
tions in the form of equation 3.12 that we solve simultaneously for a, b, and c. Once we
obtain the expressions for a and b, square them, and sum them as in equation 3.13, we
obtain the following expression,
a2 + b2 =
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where the denominator, κ = (x3(y2 − y1) + x2(y1 − y3) + x1(y3 − y2))2, is twice the signed
area of the triangle in the x-y plane squared, zkr are the 3 reconstructed node heights for the
kth facet, and KkL is a 3× 3 symmetric coefficient matrix for the kth facet.













equation 3.9 for the kth facet. To discretize the integral in equation 3.11 we require a
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quadratic function defined by a global matrix KG that operates on the entire list of recon-
structed node heights zr. To obtain this matrix we assemble the local matrices K
k
L into KG
in the same way by which a stiffness matrix is assembled from local stiffness matrices in
the finite element method. The global matrix KG is an N × N sparse matrix whose non
zero elements correspond to nodes that are adjacent. The zero elements in KG , therefore,
correspond to nodes in the mesh that do not share a facet and hence, are not connected by
an edge. For completeness we describe the process of generating KG from a triangular mesh
in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 : Compute KG for a triangular mesh
1: Initialize an N × N matrix KG = 0





3) = indices to the facet’s nodes
4: xk,yk = x,y co-ordinates of the three nodes
5: Compute KkL using Equation 3.14


















Multiplication of the global coefficient matrix, KG, by the heights of the mesh nodes gives
a roughness measure for the entire mesh and hence the surface roughness measure becomes,
Φr = (zr − zref )T (zr − zref ) + zTr KGzr. (3.17)
The total objective function is therefore
Φs = (1− µ)(zd − zr)T (zd − zr) + µ
[
(zr − zref )T (zr − zref ) + zTr KGzr
]
. (3.18)
To smooth the surface, we take the derivative of equation 3.18 with respect to zr and
obtain the following sparse linear system of equations that we solve using the preconditioned
conjugate gradient method,
(I+ µKG)zr = (1− µ)zd + µzref , (3.19)
where I is identity.
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A small µ will impose very little smoothing to the mesh, and the resultant node heights
will be close to the original node heights. As µ increases, the inter-nodal tension increases,
additional smoothing is applied to the mesh, and the smoothed surface becomes flat. The
choice of reference model is crucial to the behavior of the smoothing operation. For exam-
ple, a zero reference model will allow the surface to be smoothed but will also reduce the
amplitude of the surface to zero as µ becomes larger. A reference model of the maximum
node height, will pull the entire surface up to that value as µ becomes larger. To smooth
the mesh, but also maintain the shape and relative amplitude of the ridges and troughs in
the surface, we considered it logical to use the original node heights as the reference model.
This leads to our final system of equations
(I+ µKG)zr = zd. (3.20)
Figure Figure 3.4a shows the mesh prior to smoothing while Figure Figure 3.4b shows
the smoothed mesh using a smoothing parameter of µ=0.32. We determined the smoothing
parameter using the standard L-curve approach (Hansen, 1992), whereby the maximum
curvature of the L-curve provides us with the optimal smoothing parameter. We note that
generalized cross-validation (Golub et al., 1979) is also a suitable method for choosing the
regularization parameter. The smoothing operation filtered the higher frequency content
along the ridges while maintaining the shape of the lower frequency components of the
mesh.
3.3.6 Lineament Extraction
The final stage in our algorithm involves the identification and extraction of the ridge
crests from the normalized total horizontal derivative (i.e., the locations interpreted to cor-
respond to the location of source boundaries in the sub-surface). It is important to note
that we maintain an index into the nodes of the mesh that form the ridge crest lines. This
allows us to turn on or off the display of mesh edges during extraction and enables us to
retain congruence between the extracted boundaries (ridge crests) and the underlying mesh
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Figure 3.4: After aligning a lattice of nodes horizontally with the ridges in an image of the
normalized total horizontal derivative of amplitude data, and triangulating the lattice, we
represented the data surface as a 3D height map. (a) Surface map where the height of each
node was the value of the nearest neighbor cell in the rectangular gridded data. (b) To
simplify the representation of signal in the image, we applied smoothing to the mesh.
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structure if we modify one or the other. For example, if we move the boundary line seg-
ments, we know how to move the nodes in the mesh structure to maintain consistency with
the boundary lines and vice versa.
To extract the mesh edges that lie along ridge axes, we use an estimate of the curvature
of the unstructured mesh. To estimate the curvature, we must start by computing the first
derivatives of the mesh at the mesh nodes. Since our mesh represents a height field, we can
represent it as
F (x, y, z) = z − f(x, y) = 0. (3.21)



















To compute the surface normal at each node location, we compute the normalized















where wk is the weight given to the k
th facet and
∑
k wk=1. There are many choices for the
weighting. For example, the simplest scheme would be to weight each facet equally. Taubin
(1995) used the area of each facet, Max (1999) opted for weights based on the internal angles
of each facet, and Chen & Wu (2004) used the distance to facet centroids as the weights.
Once we obtain the surface normals at the nodes, we estimate the curvature of the mesh
at each mesh node using a least squares approach. Following Eberly (2015), let wji be the
normalized direction vector between two nodes, projected onto the tangent plane,






The difference in the normal vectors between vi and vj is,
d̂nji = n̂j − n̂i. (3.26)
For a given node vi, the vectors w and d̂n are computed for each adjacent node and used
to form the matrices W and DN respectively,
W = [w1| . . . |wNA ] (3.27)
DN =
[
d̂n1| . . . |d̂nNA
]
, (3.28)
where NA is the number of adjacent nodes and we omit the subscript i for simplicity. We
solve the following system of equations to obtain the curvature tensor at the mesh node,
C = DNWT (WWT )−1. (3.29)
The condition Cn̂ = 0 is imposed on the system of equations to make it full rank
and invertible. The principal directions of curvature can be obtained using the eigenvalue
decomposition of the curvature tensor, while the scalar curvature is the trace of the curvature
tensor. Figures Figure 3.5a and Figure 3.5b show the x (easting) and y (northing) derivatives
of the triangular mesh, respectively, while Figure Figure 3.5c shows the scalar curvature.
Figure Figure 3.5d shows the polarity of the scalar curvature, which is clearly positive for
the ridges in the mesh.
To extract the mesh edges that lie along the ridge axes, we first omit any edge if either
of its two end nodes have negative scalar curvature or have a height that is less than 10% of
the maximum height. We impose the height restriction to omit edges that are located in the
most featureless areas, but have positive curvature. Figure Figure 3.6a shows the edges that
we identified as being located along and adjacent to the ridges in the data. It is apparent
from Figure Figure 3.6a that some degree of cleaning or simplification of the selected nodes
would be beneficial to more precisely represent the ridge crests. We therefore move each
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Figure 3.5: Mesh geometry computed for each node in a triangular mesh. (a) The derivative
in the easting direction. (b) The derivative in the northing direction. (c) The trace of
the curvature tensor. (d) Saturated color bar from (c) showing only positive and negative
curvatures.
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where NAE is the number of adjacent and extracted nodes, and ”adjacent” has the meaning




∥ > ǫ. We impose this limitation to minimize shrinkage of node networks that
have already been satisfactorily thinned. We iteratively move the nodes while the maximum




∥ > η, 1 ≤ i ≤
N . Experience has taught us that good choices for these thresholds are ǫ=10% of the image
pixel width, and η=1% of the image pixel width.
Figure Figure 3.6b shows the effect of thresholded, iterative location averaging of the
nodes shown in Figure Figure 3.6a, with each network of edges better representing their
respective ridges. However, it is evident that the displacement of nodes has resulted in
stretching of some of the facets adjacent to the ridge crests. To remedy this situation, we
perform a thinning process by choosing the edges in the original mesh (Figure Figure 3.3b)
that are ”closest” to the extracted edges (Figure Figure 3.6c). We accomplish this by re-
placing each extracted node with the nearest neighbour nodes from the original mesh. This
restores the surface to a state where it is defined by a well behaved mesh, and leaves us
with the desired narrow representation of the image ridges. We have described this step
as ”thinning” since the final number of unique node locations will be less than or equal to
the number initially identified as forming the network of ridges. To complete the boundary
extraction phase, we repeat the twin steps of thresholded, iterative moving of the nodes
followed by thinning. For our synthetic example, this leaves us with the nodes and edges
as shown in Figure Figure 3.6d as a representation of the significant ridges, and hence the
significant source boundaries.
To summarize our algorithm (algorithm 2), we can thus summarize our algorithm. We
first compute magnetic amplitude data from the total-field anomaly data to produce anoma-
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lies centered over each anomalous body. We then calculate the normalized total horizontal
derivative of the amplitude data to produce ridges that are located vertically above the
source for simple geometries. We initialize a pseudo-regular lattice of nodes using an estab-
lished method that references the total horizontal derivative. We then perform a two-stage
optimization on the lattice. In the first stage, we align the lattice of nodes with the ridges
in the total horizontal derivative such that mesh edges are located along the ridges axes.
We generate a triangular mesh from the lattice of nodes and represent the total horizontal
derivative in 3D. In the second optimization stage, we apply smoothing to the mesh in order
to reduce the influence of higher spatial frequency features and noise in the mesh. Once the
mesh has been smoothed, we extract and refine the location of the edges in the mesh that
correspond to the ridges in the total horizontal derivative and hence, provide an approximate
representation of the locations of source boundaries in the subsurface.
3.4 Application to field data
To illustrate the real-world performance of the algorithm, we now present an example
of its application to a field magnetic data set from the McFaulds Lake area, Ontario. The
McFaulds Lake area is in north-west Ontario, approximately 50 km east of Webequie. The
region is host to the ”Ring of Fire”, a westward-concave Archean greenstone belt composed
of mafic and felsic metavolcanics, pyroclastics and ultramafic intrusions that host contact-
type Cu-Ni-PGE and chromite deposits (Ontario Geological Survey and Geological Survey
of Canada, 2011). In 2011, approximately 20,000 line kilometers of airborne gravity gradient
and magnetic data were collected along northwest-southeast flight lines spaced 250 m apart
with a nominal terrain clearance of 100 m. Control lines were flown perpendicular to the flight
line direction at a spacing of 2.5 km and also along the survey boundaries (Ontario Geological
Survey and Geological Survey of Canada, 2011). We extracted a 40-km by 30-km subset and
gridded the total-field magnetic anomaly data with 75 m by 75 m cells (Figure Figure 3.7a).
The ambient magnetic field at the time of the survey had an inclination of approximately 77o
and declination −8o. The anomalies in the total-field data have a typical dipolar character,
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Figure 3.6: Series of normalized total horizontal derivative images overlain with a represen-
tation of the nodes and triangular facets showing the process of cleaning and simplification
that we applied to the triangulated surface. (a) Nodes and triangular facets extracted from
the mesh with positive scalar curvature at the nodes. (b) To begin to reduce the span of
some of the extracted triangular facets, we moved the location of each node to the average
location of itself and its adjacent nodes. (c) By moving the nodes, some of the facets were
substantially elongated. We therefore chose the nodes in the original unshifted mesh that
were closest to the extracted mesh edges in (b). (d) The final extracted edges after applying
a final averaging algorithm.
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while the anomalies in the amplitude data (Figure Figure 3.7b) are simple positive features.
The normalized total horizontal derivative of the amplitude data (Figure Figure 3.7c) has
a large dynamic range and hence, it can be difficult to display and appreciate features
with widely varying amplitude. In contrast, the normalized total horizontal derivative of
amplitude data for our synthetic example had a much smaller dynamic range, and hence,
we did not encounter any display issues. Since dynamic range issues are common with real-
world magnetic data sets, many different methods of dynamic range compression have been
used to ameliorate it. We describe below the image enhancement technique that we applied
to this field example.
To enhance weak features in an image, we adopted a two step approach that is similar
to the automatic gain control function described by Rajagopalan & Milligan (1995). First,






where DE is the enhanced image, Din is the input image and DS is a smoothed version of
the input image. To smooth the input image, we chose to apply a moving average filter, but
any low pass filter could have been used. This filter reduced the amplitude and broadened
features in the image. When used as specified in equation 3.31, it served to reduce the
dynamic range of features in the input image. Figure Figure 3.8a shows our enhanced
image using an 11 point 2D moving average window. To reduce the enhancement of the low





where ζ is a scalar value chosen by the interpreter. Figure Figure 3.8b shows the moving
average enhanced image with ζ=0.01. This had the desired effect, with the intermediate
to high amplitude features being enhanced without increasing the prominence of the lowest
amplitude features. As the value of ζ approaches zero, a higher proportion of small amplitude
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Figure 3.7: (a) McFaulds Lake area magnetic total-field anomaly data collected along
northwest-southeast flight lines spaced 250 m apart and gridded with cells 75-m by 75-
m. The ambient magnetic field had an inclination of 77o and a declination of −8o. (b)
Magnetic amplitude data calculated from the total-field anomaly data. (c) Normalized total
horizontal derivative of amplitude data.
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features are enhanced. As ζ increases, the effect of including the denominator term diminishes
and the enhanced image becomes more like the input image. To determine an appropriate
value for ζ, we first determined a suitable window size for the smoothing operator using
ζ=0. We then increased ζ until we were on the cusp of producing a result that enhanced
features that we considered to be noise in this context. As with many other smoothing and
signal/noise separation operations, the process was subjective, but the addition of ζ provided
a simple method to allow the interpreter to control the enhancement process and to make it
repeatable.
We used the data shown in Figure Figure 3.8b as the input to our boundary extraction
algorithm. The extracted boundaries are shown overlain on an image of the normalized
enhanced total horizontal derivative in Figure Figure 3.9a. In Figure Figure 3.9b, we have
overlain the boundaries on the total-field anomaly data. We have also shown the locations of
known mineral deposits in the region. The extracted boundaries that form closed loops have
been manually filled with colour to highlight them. We see a high degree of correlation be-
tween the mineral deposit locations and some of the areas enclosed by extracted boundaries.
Since these are contact-type mineral deposits that occur near the lower contact or margin
of mafic to ultramafic layered intrusions (Zientek, 2012), we would suggest that some of the
areas enclosed by extracted boundaries correspond to intrusions of this type.
3.5 Conclusion
We have developed a method to extract in vector form the horizontal location of rock
property boundaries from magnetic field data using a space-filling mesh of triangular facets.
Although we applied the method to magnetic data, we note that it would be straight forward
to extend the application of this methodology to other potential field data, such as gravity
or gravity gradient data.
In the data processing phase, we first converted total-field magnetic data to magnetic am-
plitude data and hence, largely removed the dependence of the magnetic total field anomaly
shapes on the direction of magnetization of the source. We then computed the normalized
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Figure 3.8: Image of the enhanced normalized total horizontal derivative. Enhancement was
achieved by dividing the original image by its smoothed version. (a) Smoothing performed
using a 2D 11 point moving average filter. (b) Smoothing performed using the same filter in
panel (a) after adding a scalar value of 0.01 to the smoothed image prior to division.
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Figure 3.9: (a) Automatically extracted boundaries (black lines) overlain on an image of the
normalized enhanced total horizontal derivative. (b) Areas that were enclosed by extracted
boundaries that are shown in (a) were manually filled with red to highlight these regions.
The background image is the total-field anomaly data and the stars show the locations of
contact-type Ni-Cu-PGE and chromite deposits.
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total horizontal derivative to generate an image that characterized subsurface boundaries as
ridges. A filtering process to compress the dynamic range and to suppress the low amplitude
noise features was then applied to the grid.
This range compressed image was used as the input to the first of four stages in the
boundary extraction phase. In the first stage, we generated a lattice of nodes, edges and
triangular facets over the data area. In the second stage, the horizontal locations of the nodes
were adjusted such that edges that were in proximity to ridges in the image were aligned with
these ridges. Next, we applied smoothing to the height of the mesh nodes before extracting
the mesh edges that were considered to be coincident or in close proximity to the plan view
location of subsurface boundaries. The algorithm was concluded by refining the horizontal
location of the extracted subset of nodes to provide thin representations of the boundaries.
We illustrated the method with a synthetic magnetic total-field example, and then applied
it to a field magnetic example from the McFaulds Lake area, Ontario. In this example, we
noted that there was a correlation between the locations of known Ni-Cu-PGE and chromite
mineralization and some of the extracted boundaries. We inferred from this observation that
these particular boundaries correspond to the margins of the layered mafic to ultramafic
intrusions and thus, that the remaining boundaries were prospective for hosting similar
mineralization.
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CHAPTER 4
ADAPTIVE SAMPLING OF POTENTIAL-FIELD DATA: A DIRECT APPROACH TO
COMPRESSIVE INVERSION
4.1 Summary
Compressive inversion utilizes computational algorithms that decrease the time and stor-
age needs of a traditional inverse problem. Most compression approaches focus on the model
domain and other than traditional down sampling, very few focus on the data domain for
potential-field applications. To further the compression in the data domain, a direct and
practical approach to the adaptive down-sampling of potential-field data for large inversion
problems has been developed. The approach is formulated to significantly reduce the quan-
tity of data in relatively smooth or quiet regions of the data set, while preserving the signal
anomalies that contain the relevant target information. Two major benefits arise from this
form of compressive inversion. First, because the approach compresses the problem in the
data domain, it can be applied immediately without the addition of, or modification to,
existing inversion software. Second, as most industry software utilize some form of model
or sensitivity compression, the addition of this adaptive data sampling creates a complete
compressive inversion methodology whereby the reduction of computational cost is achieved
simultaneously in both the model and data domains. We demonstrate the method with a
synthetic magnetic data set and two large field magnetic data sets, however the method is
also applicable to other data type. Our results show that the relevant model information is
maintained after inversion despite using 1-5% of the number of data.
Chapter has been published in Geophysics (Foks et al., 2014) with Dr. Yaoguo Li and Dr. Richard Krahen-
buhl as co-authors. The DOI is:http://dx.doi.org/10.1190/geo2013-0087.1
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4.2 Introduction
Inversion is a mathematical technique that automatically constructs a subsurface prop-
erty model using measured geophysical data, along with the incorporation of a priori infor-
mation as available. The models are recovered such that their predicted data adequately
reproduce the measured data within an error tolerance, while the shapes of recovered sources
are regulated such that mathematical solutions that are structurally implausible are ignored.
When applied to potential-field data, there are four categories of inversion formulations. The
first category is surface inversion such as the works of (Bott, 1960; Pilkington & Crossley,
1986; Pustisek, 1990; Silva & Hohmann, 1983). These methods typically define a physi-
cal property, such as density, and seek to recover the boundaries of units as a sequence of
sparse nodes, or an interfacing surface. Surface inversion formulations provide a natural
collaborative interpretation tool, for example, with seismic methods. The second category
contains bound constrained cell-based generalized 3D inversions, where the physical prop-
erty distribution must be solved for (Lelièvre & Oldenburg, 2009; Li & Oldenburg, 1996,
1998; Portniaguine & Zhdanov, 2002). These methods are highly valuable for most practical
problems where little a priori information is known in advance, such as in virgin exploration
regions. This approach also allows the easy incorporation of geological constraints (Far-
quharson et al., 2008; Lane & Guillen, 2005; McGaughey & Milkereit, 2007; Williams &
Dipple, 2007; Williams et al., 2004). The third category are cell-based inversions with fixed
physical property values (Camacho et al., 2000; Guillen et al., 2004; Krahenbuhl & Li, 2006;
Uieda & Barbosa, 2012). These methods assume known physical properties, similar to the
condition of interface inversions, and solve for 3D structural distributions with the added
strength of a cell-based generalized inversion. The fourth category is a hybrid approach that
simultaneously recovers the boundaries and physical property values using an unstructured
mesh that approximates geologic units (Fullagar et al., 2000)
Each of these inversion techniques can suffer from memory limitations and large process-
ing times as new sensor technologies and acquisition platforms continue to collect dense data
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sets over large exploration regions. This problem is further compounded by the necessary
increase in model parameters as data sets continue to grow. Given this obstacle, it is of no
surprise that the topic of compressive inversion continues to remain an important area of re-
search. As the size of an inverse problem increases, more computation time and memory are
needed, especially for the calculation and storage of the sensitivity matrix. Efforts have been
made to reduce these requirements in four distinct areas: the forward modeling algorithm,
matrix storage, the number of model parameters M , and the number of data N .
Forward modeling requires the use of large and dense sensitivity matrices that are cum-
bersome and expensive to store. To speed up forward modeling, Pilkington (1997) utilizes
the 2-D fast Fourier transform and convolution theorem while Caratori et al. (2009) present
methods using the 3-D fast Fourier transform. Cox et al. (2010) only calculate model re-
sponses within a footprint of the data location, which speeds up calculation of the sensitivity
matrix and also makes it sparse. The sensitivity matrix has been compressed by using the
wavelet transform with orthonormal compactly supported wavelets (Davis et al., 2011; Li &
Oldenburg, 2003) and effectively represents the dense matrix in sparse format, thus reducing
storage needs. These methods act upon either the forward modeling algorithm or the storage
of the sensitivity matrix. The number of model parameters M can also be reduced, Ascher
& Haber (2001) use mesh refinement to reduce M while Davis et al. (2011) use quadtree
mesh discretization, for equivalent source processing, which data adaptively constructs a
mesh based on anomaly resolution. The quadtree extension to three dimensions, octree, has
also been used in geophysical forward modeling and inversion (Davis & Li, 2013; Haber &
Heldmann, 2007; Haber et al., 2007).
To date, most of the advances in the compressive inversion of potential field data focus
on the model domain and little effort has been devoted to compression of the remaining
component of the inverse problem, the data. Inversion of entire large scale data sets is
difficult without utilizing multiprocessor computer clusters. An alternative approach is to
down sample the data and reduce their number such that they can be inverted on single
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workstations where multicore processors are now standard, or even faster on multinode
systems. Traditionally, when potential field data require reduction prior to inversion, they
are down sampled in regular intervals which is typically performed by keeping one in every
few data points. This can have the undesired result of either oversampling smooth regions
of the field, under sampling highly variable regions, or both. Aliasing may occur if data
are sampled below the Nyquist frequency or wavenumber, which is especially important for
Fourier domain processing. In a non-traditional aspect, a few novel approaches have been
developed for adaptive data reduction. For example, Herrmann et al. (2009) use compressive
sensing to reduce the sampling rate of data while still recovering the full wavefield during full-
waveform simulation. In potential fields, Mendonca & Silva (1994) iteratively add data points
from a data set to a smaller subset and solve for an equivalent source layer. Data are then
forward modeled to the original locations and the data point with the largest error is added
to the subset. This is repeated until the total error falls below a specified threshold. They
then use the subset to more quickly generate an equivalent source layer for gridding purposes.
As an alternative approach we present a method to adaptively sample potential-field data
that remains in the data domain as a fast and direct approach to compressive inversion. The
approach greatly reduces the number of data and thus reduces the initial computation time
and storage costs of the sensitivity matrix and speeds up an inversion algorithm, without
ever changing the algorithm itself. The adaptive sampling strategy selectively samples the
observational data, according to the complexity of the data variation, such that the number
of data used in the inversion is minimized while the information content is maintained.
In this paper we first provide a brief background on the inversion method implemented for
this study. We do so for completeness and to provide a context, however our data adaptive
down sampling is applicable to most inversion methods. Next, we present the adaptive data
sampling algorithm and illustrate its application to synthetic total-field magnetic anomaly
data. Within this section we diverge slightly to establish a baseline error threshold as a guide
for practical use. This threshold is then used to apply the method to two large scale magnetic
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field data sets to demonstrate both the applicability and scalability of the algorithm. We
show that our down-sampling algorithm can significantly reduce the number of data in
relatively smooth or quiet regions while preserving the signal anomalies containing relevant
target information. Thus speeding up an inversion, reducing its memory requirements and
can make previously impractical problems more practical.
4.3 Inversion Method
Multiple methods have been established that solve for the subsurface physical properties
through geophysical inversion. To demonstrate inversion results following data adaptive
sampling, we assume the approach based on Tikhonov regularization (Tikhonov & Arsenin,
1977).
In this approach, we have a linear integral expression for forward modeling that, when
discretized can be expressed as,
Gm = d, (4.1)
where d are the observed data, m is the subsurface model to be solved for and G, the
sensitivity matrix, describes the effect of each model parameter in m on each data point in
d. The sensitivity matrix is dense and has the dimensions N data by M model parameters.
To solve via Tikhonov regularization, the inverse problem is formulated as the following
minimization,
min Φ = Φd + µΦm (4.2)
where Φd is the data misfit, Φm is the model objective function and µ is the regularization
parameter. The data misfit determines how well the predicted data fit the observed data
and is defined as
Φd = ‖Wd(d−Gm)‖2 , (4.3)
where Wd is the data weighting matrix whose diagonal components are the reciprocal stan-
dard deviations for each data point.
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The model objective function describes the model structure, for example the level of
smoothness by using model derivatives. In matrix notation
Φm = ‖Wm(m−mref )‖2 , (4.4)
where mref is a reference model, if available, and Wm is a model weighting matrix. The
regularization parameter µ determines the balance between data fit and model smoothness.
If the statistical nature of the noise in the data is Gaussian, then the data misfit is chi-
squared in nature and has an expected value equal to the number of data N . In this case, µ
is chosen such that the data misfit equals the number of data.








It is also common to incorporate other forms of a priori information by imposing additional
constraints in the inversion process. The inclusion of such constraints will lead to addi-
tional terms or the incorporation of information to existing terms (Li & Oldenburg, 2003;
Portniaguine & Zhdanov, 2002). Since the number of data is often large, calculating the
dense matrix G and solving the system in equation 4.5 are two major computational loads
of the inversion process. These can lead to large processing times, or even exceed a work-
station’s memory limits, which are the underlying problems we address here by adaptively
down sampling the data.
4.4 Methodology
Airborne data generally contain a significantly finer sampling distance along the flight
lines than in the cross line direction, which leads to data redundancy. Down sampling of
large flight line data sets is a commonly used practice to speed up data processing and
inversion. Traditional down sampling occurs along flight lines or if the data are gridded,
will remain on that grid by keeping one in every few data points. The result is that data
redundancy often remains since no information about the signal is used during traditional
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down sampling. The chosen samples may under sample highly variable anomalies and over
sample smooth anomalies in the data. Therefore an important goal of down sampling should
be maintaining information content and shape while still reducing the number of data. To
achieve this goal, we first select an appropriate proxy for the signal and using that proxy,
calculate a sampling distance image. We then adaptively sample such that more data are
selected in areas where the proxy has a large magnitude, and less data are selected in the
low magnitude areas. The final selection of data samples is carried out systematically with
a quantitative criterion, that we define as a reconstruction error.
4.4.1 Data Adaptive Down Sampling
To present our method, we first introduce a synthetic example that will be used for
illustration. The example will also be used to establish a suitable error level for the adaptive
down sampling algorithm. Figure 4.1a shows a model with two anomalies of susceptibilities
0.03 and 0.05 SI. 9025 total-field magnetic anomaly data are forward modeled to a 50-m by
50-m grid at 80-m elevation with an inclination of 65o and declination of 25o. The data are
then contaminated with 7-nT Gaussian noise. Figure 4.1b shows the synthetic data with
two clear anomalies present. These are the data that we will use to demonstrate.
4.4.2 Selecting a Proxy and Calculating the Sampling Distance Image
For our adaptive sampling technique we first calculate a proxy of the data in Figure 4.1b
such that areas that need to be sampled finely are of higher magnitude. Example proxies
include absolute value, derivatives of the data, curvature, or more elaborate quantities can
be used, such as image entropy (Holden et al., 2008). In this paper we use the absolute value
of the data as a first order proxy for signal content. The proxy is then normalized to the
range [0.0 1.0] and a sampling distance image is created by non-linearly mapping the proxy
via
Ds = (αc − αf )e−βDp + αf , (4.6)
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where Dp is the proxy, αc is the coarse sampling distance, αf is the fine sampling distance
and β determines how quickly the exponential function decays from the coarse to the fine
sampling distance. Ds is the sampling distance image which determines how far apart
samples will be placed over the data area. αf determines how close two samples can be
while αc determines the farthest distance between two samples. They act as upper and
lower bounds on the inter-sample spacing. Equation 4.6 effectively represents proxy values
of 1.0 by αf and values of 0.0 by αc. The proportion of higher values that are represented
by αf is determined by β. Figure 4.2a illustrates the non-linear mapping function for three
decay parameter values (β) over an input range [0 1], with a fine sampling distance αf = 50
m and coarse sampling distance αc = 200 m. Figure 4.2a illustrates that as the decay
parameter β increases, a larger proportion of higher input values are mapped to the fine
sampling distance. Figure 4.2b shows a sampling distance image after applying equation 4.6
to the absolute value of Figure 4.1b using β = 10.0. The highs in the proxy become the
fine sampling distance while the lows become the coarse sampling distance. Nodes can now
be distributed over the data area whose inter-nodal distances depend on the value of the
sampling distance.
4.4.3 Choosing the Down Sampled Data
To distribute nodes we have taken inspiration from an initial lattice algorithm of Hale
(2001) who developed the atomic meshing method that automatically aligned a lattice of
atoms or nodes with a seismic image. First, we place a parent node in the center of the data
area and assign it the nearest value from the sampling distance image. Second, we place
children nodes every 60o around the parent node at that distance. If a child node is not
within 80% of a parent node’s assigned distance, we add the child node to the list of parent
nodes. Similar to Hale (2001) we have found that an 80% tolerance level yields samples that
are consistent with the sampling distance image. This iterative process is then repeated until
the data area is fully populated. At this point, we then treat the node locations as sample
indicators, and we move the nodes to the nearest data point. Thus, samples are located at
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the data locations and take their value. As an example, Figure 4.2c shows the locations of
4617 samples using αf = 50 m, αc = 200 m and β = 10.0 from the synthetic data. Different
combinations of αf , αc and β in equation 4.6 will down sample the data with varying degrees
of success. If the samples can reproduce the observed data, and reduce the number of data,
then the down sampling is successful. Therefore, to determine how well a set of samples
reproduce the original data, we need to establish a means of measuring their reconstruction
error.
4.4.4 Calculating the Reconstruction Error
To define a reconstruction error from down sampled data, we let So be the grid data
of size Nx x Ny, and let S
r be a reconstruction of So following down sampling, gridded
to the same locations of So via interpolation. We use a relative L1 norm as a measure







The reconstruction error will decrease as the reconstructed data Sr better represents the
gridded observed data So. If the reconstructed data are calculated by gridding the adap-
tively down sampled data, the error tells us how much information content that particular
down sampling scheme maintains. The reconstruction error can be calculated for a variety
of schemes where each down sampling has a different combination of non-linear mapping
parameters αf , αc and β from equation 4.6.
We can observe the behavior of the error as β increases by fixing the fine and coarse
sampling distances. Figure 4.3 presents the reconstruction error and number of samples for
the synthetic example with αf = 50 m and αc = 200 m. We see in Figure 4.3 smaller
reconstruction errors for higher β values as expected, consequently, the reconstruction error
decreases as the number of final samples increases. In other words, the more aggressive the
reduction in the number of data, the larger the reconstruction error. The more conservative
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Figure 4.1: (a) Synthetic model, with L shaped and cuboidal bodies of magnetic susceptibil-
ities 0.03 and 0.05 respectively, used to forward model (b) 9025 total-field magnetic anomaly
data on a 50-m by 50-m grid at 80-m elevation. The inclination is 65 o and the declination
is 25o.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Non-linear mapping function with 3 exponential decays. As β increases,
a larger proportion of higher input values are mapped to 50 m. (b) Sampling distance
image calculated by non-linearly mapping the normalized absolute data value using a decay
parameter of 10.0 (c) 4617 data adaptively selected samples using a decay parameter of 10.0.
In all panels, the fine sampling distance is 50 m and the coarse sampling distance is 200 m.
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the down sampling, the smaller the error. This raises one final question that we seek to
answer, which error level is suitable? For demonstration purposes we establish the error level
through an approach of cross-validation. We do this to establish a baseline error threshold
for the algorithm, so that it may be used for any practical application. This is discussed
next.
4.4.5 Establishing a Suitable Error Threshold via Cross-validation
To establish a baseline error threshold we first need a means to measure the amount
of signal that a recovered model, constructed using down sampled data, retained from the
observed data. We do so via cross-validation and simply forward model the response from








where Wd is the data weighting matrix whose diagonal components are the reciprocal stan-
dard deviations for each data point. do are the No observed data, G is the sensitivity matrix
and ms is the model that is recovered using down sampled data. If the recovered model
retains the signal in the observed data, then the normalized data misfit should be approx-
imately 1.0 and hence the associated reconstruction error is a suitable level. To determine
an appropriate level for most practical applications, we invert 12 sets of down sampled data
using αf = 50 m, αc = 200 m and varying levels of β. For each set of samples, we invert them
such that their misfits are equal to the number of samples in the set and we cross-validate
each recovered model with the observed 9025 data by calculating the normalized data misfits.
Figure 4.4 presents a chart with normalized data misfits plotted against reconstruction error.
The number of samples are included to show that, as we increase the number of samples,
the reconstruction error decreases, and so does the normalized data misfit. The normalized
data misfit becomes 1.0 when the reconstruction error falls below 0.075. We establish this
level of 0.075 as the error threshold for practical application. Thus, multiple inversions are
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not necessary for practical problems and we can invert a single down sampled data set whose
reconstruction error is below 0.075. In our experiments we have found that this threshold
is a good upper limit for many data sets we have worked with, however we acknowledge
that every data set is different. For illustration, Figure 4.5 shows two inversion results, the
first is from an inversion using all 9025 data points while the second is from a set of 7060
samples, which is 78% of the observed data. The reconstruction error for the set of samples
is 0.073 and corresponds to the point in Figure 4.4 at which the normalized data misfit falls
to 1.0. This means the set of samples no longer underfit the data and hence, adequately
retain the signal after inversion. To obtain a measure of similarity between the recovered
models we calculate a relative L1 norm between the two recovered models of 0.0819. We will
now apply the adaptive down sampling algorithm to two large-scale field magnetic data sets
with different anomaly complexities.
4.5 Demonstration
To extend the method to flight line data, we use interpolation to provide accompanying
data in grid format. The approach then follows the methodology section using the gridded
data to calculate the sampling distance image and identify sample indicators, however, sam-
ples can now be selected from both the original flight line data and the gridded data. To
approximate the elevation at each grid point, we use the same interpolation scheme to also
grid the elevation of the observed data. In this paper we use minimum curvature with a
grid spacing no less than a quarter line spacing. The final generated down sampled data will
therefore contain a combination of data points at either the flight line or gridded locations.
A logical starting set of down sampling parameters is to set αf to the grid spacing, and αc
to the flight line spacing. The fine sampling distance is set to the grid spacing because a
smaller distance would introduce extra errors through interpolation. The coarse sampling
distance is set to the flight line spacing to retain data points from the raw flight line data. To
calculate the reconstruction error, we interpolate the samples to the same grid as the gridded
data. We choose a set of samples whose reconstruction error is below 0.075. Then, we find
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Figure 4.3: Reconstruction error (diamonds) and number of adaptively down sampled data
(circles) for different decay parameter values used in the adaptive down sampling algorithm
applied to the synthetic example. The fine sampling distance is fixed to 50 m and the course
sampling distance is fixed to 200 m.
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Figure 4.4: For each reconstruction error, the associated down sampled data are inverted
and the recovered model is used to predict total-field responses at the original data locations.
The data misfit between the predicted and observed data, normalized by the total number
of data, is calculated to determine the level of reconstruction that no longer under-fits the
original data.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Recovered model after inverting 9025 synthetic total-field magnetic anomaly
data. (b) Despite a reduction by 22% of the 9025 data, the recovered model after invert-
ing the 7060 adaptively selected data shows that model structure is retained. Magnetic
susceptibilities below 0.01 are omitted.
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a single optimum model for that set of samples and cross-validate the recovered model with
the observed flight line data. For the first field example we also invert the total flight line
data set to compare and contrast the recovered models. We use the second field example to
illustrate the scalability of this algorithm.
4.5.1 Field data set-1
The first airborne magnetic data set was collected along east-west flight lines spaced 200 m
apart with a 7-m inline data separation. The 182,264 data span an area of approximately 20
km by 12.5 km. Figure 4.6a shows the total-field magnetic anomaly, which has an inclination
of 79o and declination of 12o. The data show an isolated central anomaly and a horseshoe
shaped western anomaly that may or may not be connected at depth. We grid the data to 50-
m by 50-m using minimum curvature and then apply the adaptive down sampling algorithm.
We down sample the data using a fine sampling distance of 50 m, coarse sampling distance
of 200 m and a decay parameter of 5.0 to produce a sample set whose reconstruction error is
0.0041. Figure 4.6b shows the final 10113 samples and we observe that the higher amplitude
positive and negative areas are sampled more finely than the background as desired. The
samples are next inverted using a mesh with 3,287,440 100-m cubic cells. For comparison,
we also invert the observed flight line data. Figure 4.7 shows two recovered models with
magnetic susceptibilities plotted on a logarithmic scale due to the hugely disparate magnitude
of anomalies. Susceptibilities below 0.012 SI have been removed and the depth slice is at 800
m. Figure 4.7a was obtained using all 182,264 flight line data and Figure 4.7b was obtained
using 10113 data. We see a high degree of similarity between the two models despite using
only 5.55% of the number of data. The relative L1 norm of the recovered model using the
samples is 0.0817, which is very close to the relative L1 norm for the model in Figure 4.5b. To
cross-validate the model we forward model the response at the 186,264 flight line locations
and calculate a normalized data misfit of 1.01 as shown in Table 4.1. The relative L1 error
shows similar model recovery to the synthetic example while the normalized data misfit
indicates that we have retained the signal in the data.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Data set one - 182,264 airborne total-field data collected along east-west
flight lines spaced 200 m apart. (b) 10113 data adaptively selected samples of data set one.
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Figure 4.7: Recovered models for the first field example using (a) 182,264 flight line data and
(b) 10113 adaptively selected samples, the depth slice is at 800 m, the cutoff susceptibility
is 0.012. The mesh contains 3,287,440 100-m cubic cells. The number of samples used
in the compressive inversion is 5.55% of the observed 182,264 flight line data. Units are
dimensionless magnetic susceptibility (SI) and are plotted on a logarithmic scale.
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4.5.2 Field data set-2
The second airborne magnetic data set was acquired in 2005 and 2006 by the Alaska
Department of Natural Resources, Division of Geological and Geophysical Surveys (DGGS).
The whole survey covers nearly 8000 Km2 of airborne electromagnetic and total-field data
along the Alaskan Highway Corridor (Burns et al., 2006). The approximately 7.5 million
data were collected along northwest-southeast trending flight lines spaced 400 m apart with
east-west tie lines and lines along the boundaries of the survey area. A subset of 1,387,389
data points spanning 57 km by 27 km was extracted for this study. Figure 4.8a shows the
total-field magnetic anomaly of the subset with an inclination of 77o and declination of 22o.
There are two main regions of higher amplitudes and higher frequencies to the northwest and
south. A larger, lower frequency anomaly is to the southeast and smaller isolated anomalies
are scattered throughout the region. The anomalies are thought to originate from the granitic
basement, which has in areas been metamorphosed to amphibolites that do not have a
recognizable magnetic response (Dusel-Bacon et al., 1993; Reger et al., 2008). We adaptively
down sample the data using our algorithm after we grid them using minimum curvature at
a quarter line spacing. A fine sampling distance of 100 m, course sampling distance of 400
m and decay parameter of 5.0 produce 19,136 samples whose reconstruction error is 0.043,
which is below our established threshold. Figure 4.8b shows the 19,136 sample locations,
which is 1.39% of the number of flight line data. The higher frequency, higher amplitude
and isolated anomalies produce finely spaced samples to represent their respective anomaly
shapes. The samples are inverted using a mesh containing 3,348,576 200-m cubic cells. The
recovered model is presented in Figure 4.9a and is displayed using a cutoff susceptibility of
0.032 SI to illustrate that the broad and isolated anomalies have been recovered. Figure 4.9b-
c contain two depth slices at 1500 m and 3000 m respectively. These depth slices illustrate
that within the recovered broad targets lie smaller, higher susceptibility targets that match
features in the data. To cross-validate the model we forward model the response at the
1,387,389 flight line locations and calculate a normalized data misfit of 1.03 as shown in
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Table 4.1. The cross-validation again indicates that we have retained the signal in the data.
Figure 4.8: (a) Data set two - 1,387,389 airborne total-field data collected along north-south
flight lines spaced 400 m apart. (b) 19,136 data adaptively selected samples of data set two.
4.5.3 Discussion
The success of adaptively down sampling a data set ultimately depends on factors such
as line spacing, station spacing, spectral content of the data, and whether anomalies are
isolated or continuous. Isolated anomalies will allow more aggressive down sampling since
fewer samples are needed to characterize the signal. Highly variable anomalies need more
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Figure 4.9: (a) Volume rendered compressive magnetic inversion of data set two using 19,136
samples from total-field anomaly data, susceptibilities are cutoff at 0.032. Horizontal slices
at depths (b) 1500 m and (c) 3000 m show the inner anomaly structure. Units are in dimen-
sionless magnetic susceptibility (SI). The 19,136 samples used in the compressive inversion
is 1.38% of the original 1,387,389 data.
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finely spaced samples to accurately represent their behavior and hence a higher percentage
of the total number of data will be needed. In the synthetic example we see successful down
sampling only when we use 78% of the data. This occurs because the majority of the data
area is occupied by signal, according to our proxy of absolute value, and there is relatively
little background response that can be sampled sparsely. In contrast, the two field exam-
ples have a much larger proportion of their data areas occupied by a background response,
hence they can be down sampled more aggressively. We established an upper limit of 0.075
to the reconstruction error by using the synthetic example and applied this upper limit to
down sample the two field examples. In the first field example, we calculated a small recon-
struction error because the data are smooth. Hence, smoother data will naturally produce
smaller reconstruction errors since we need not reconstruct their lower noise characteristics.
The field examples have shown that we can use just 1− 5% of the number of data without
significant loss of information content, and that the final inverted models using down sam-
pled data still recover all important features in the model. For both the synthetic and first
field examples, we have performed inversions using all the observed data and a down sampled
data set. Both models for each example are in excellent agreement and retain the signal in
their respective observed data. In order to quantitatively assess the adaptive down sampling
method we adopt a cross-validation approach. We forward model the predicted data at the
observed data locations using the recovered models generated from a down sampled data
set. The data misfit normalized by the total number of data is then calculated to determine
how closely the observed data are fit. A normalized data misfit greater than 1.0 indicates
that the signal in the observed data is not fully recovered and is underfit. Table 4.1 provides
the normalized data misfits for data predicted at the observed data locations for both field
examples. The results show that the data forward modeled at the observed data locations
produce normalized misfits that are close to 1.0, indicating that the models recovered after
significant down sampling are adequately reproducing the signal in the original data. There-
fore, despite large reductions in the number of data, we do not lose significant amounts of
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information, provided the reconstruction error is below a certain threshold. Correspondingly,
the recovered model for the down sampled data has a high fidelity to the model that would
have been recovered from the full data set, as illustrated with the first field example.
Table 4.1: For each data set, we adaptively down sample their data and invert the set of
samples. The recovered models are used to forward model the response at the flight line
locations. The data misfit normalized by the number of flight line data is calculated. The
normalized data misfits are close to 1.0, indicating no significant loss of information despite
down sampling. The percentages correspond to the amount of samples compared to the
number of flight line data.
Data Set Misfit % of Observed Data
Field Set-1 1.01 5.55%
Field Set-2 1.03 1.38%
4.6 Conclusion
We have presented a direct approach to compressive inversion by data adaptively down-
sampling potential-field data to reduce the computational cost of inversion and increase the
size of solvable problems. The adaptive down sampling can be chosen to minimize the num-
ber of data while maintaining information content in the data set. The fast and efficient
selection of down sampling parameters, coupled with zero interference with existing inversion
codes, means that this method can be seamlessly incorporated into current potential-field
inversion schemes. The amount of compression from this technique is comparable to the
advances in adaptive quadtree/octree mesh discretization and wavelet compression. Com-
bined with octree mesh discretization and wavelet compression techniques, the data adaptive
sampling leads to an additional level of total efficiency for the practical inversion of large
potential-field data-sets.
The technique has been illustrated using magnetic total-field anomaly data, both syn-
thetic and field. However it can easily be applied to gravity, multiple-component gravity
gradiometry, magnetic gradient and magnetic amplitude data. Inversion of adaptively down
sampled airborne electromagnetic data is well within the scope of this research. Application
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to compress non potential-field data may also be viable.
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CHAPTER 5
COMPRESSIVE INVERSION OF GRAVITY GRADIENT DATA USING ADAPTIVE
SAMPLING
5.1 Summary
We expand data adaptive downsampling of potential-field data from single component to
multi-component data by developing a method to adaptively downsample gravity gradient
data, to increase the computational efficiency of inversion, while retaining the structure in the
recovered model. The approach furthers the collection of compressive inversion techniques
by selecting data from each component according to its signal content. We investigate
two approaches to achieve this objective. The first approach downsamples each component
independently such that samples from one component may not be colocated with samples
from another component. The second approach uses a common proxy for signal in the
gravity gradient tensor, to downsample all components to the same locations. For a synthetic
example, we observe similar results in the recovered inverse model for both approaches, with
each reducing the number of data to approximately 20%. We also apply our algorithm to
a field gravity gradient example from McFaulds Lake, Ontario. Our results show that we
maintain the major model structure after inversion, despite using 11.4% of the data.
5.2 Introduction
3D potential-field inversion is known to be a computationally intensive task. The size of
the problem is directly related to the total number of data, and model parameters. Even for
a single channel data set, such as total field anomaly data, a large number of data can quickly
make their inversion unfeasible due to both the computation time and memory requirements.
For multiple component gravity gradient data these costs are compounded by the number
of measured components. Different gravity gradient systems measure different components
of the gravity gradient tensor. A Full Tensor Gradiometry (FTG) system measures six
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components of the tensor, while the Falcon system measures two: Γxy and Γuv = 0.5(Γxx −
Γyy). The Falcon system therefore has twice the number of data over a single channel data
set, while an FTG system has six times the number of data. We therefore seek to reduce the
number of data by downsampling the multi component gravity gradient data, and thereby
reducing both the computation time and memory requirements of their inversion.
Downsampling data is a commonly used method to make processing and inversion faster.
Traditionally, data are arbitrarily downsampled by taking one in every few data points along
the flight lines, or on a grid. The inherent disadvantage of traditional down sampling is
the undersampling of highly variable anomalies, and the oversampling of smooth anoma-
lies. Mendonca & Silva (1994) used an iterative equivalent source technique to downsample
potential-field data by adding data points with the highest prediction error. Foks et al.
(2014) presented a method that chooses samples from magnetic total field anomaly data
according to a proxy of their signal content. In areas where the signal is high, finely spaced
samples are placed. In quiet regions of the data, sparsely spaced samples are placed. The
number of data is reduced, and inversion of the downsampled data set retains the recoverable
structure in the inverse model. For each set of samples, a reconstruction error is computed
that gives a measure of how well the set of samples reconstructs the data.
In this paper, we further develop the method of Foks et al. (2014) for single channel
data to the more challenging problem of multi-component gravity gradient data. We apply
adaptive sampling to the components of the gravity gradient tensor to investigate whether we
can reduce the total number of data, while retaining structure in the inversion. We first we
introduce a synthetic gravity gradient example for demonstration purposes. We downsample
the gravity gradient data using two different approaches. The first approach downsamples
each component independently according to each component’s signal content. This approach
produces samples from each component of the data that are not co-located with samples from
the other components. The second approach uses an invariant of the gravity gradient tensor
as a proxy for the signal in all the components. The samples in this second approach are
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co-located. After inverting each set of samples, we compare the recovered models with the
recovered model generated by inverting the full data set. Finally, we apply the method to a
field gravity gradient survey from McFaulds Lake, Ontario, Canada.
5.3 Methodology
To begin, we introduce a synthetic FTG example using a simple block model. Figure 5.1
shows gravity gradient data on a 25 m by 25 m grid at 60-m elevation generated from a 300-
m cubic block with a density contrast of 2.4 g/cc. We added Gaussian noise with a mean
of zero and standard deviation of 1 Eö to the synthetic data. To downsample the gravity
gradient data, we use two approaches. The first approach downsamples each component
individually according to the signal in that component. By this, we create a separate set
of samples for each component, where the co-ordinates of the samples may be different for
each component. In the second approach we maintain co-location of the samples for all
components by choosing samples according to an invariant of the tensor.
Adaptive sampling uses a proxy for signal content to place samples over the data area.
The proxy is a user specified image of the data. For example, Foks et al. (2014) showed that
the absolute value of the data was suitable when downsampling magnetic total field anomaly
data. Other proxies might include first or second derivatives, or any other transform or
derivative the user deems suitable. The proxy is non-linearly mapped to a sampling distance
using
Ds = (αc − αf )e−βDp + αf , (5.1)
where Dp is the proxy, αc is the coarse sampling distance, αf is the fine sampling distance,
and β determines how quickly the exponential function decays from the coarse to the fine
sampling distance. Here, Ds is the sampling distance image which determines how far apart
samples will be placed over the data area. αf determines how close two samples can be
whereas αc determines the farthest distance between two samples. As an example, Figure 5.2
shows the distance image for the absolute value of each component of the synthetic data.
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The fine sampling distance is 50 m, the coarse sampling distance is 200 m and the decay
parameter is 10. Areas of positive and negative values of the data would be sampled more
finely than the surrounding background response.
To measure the success of the down sampling, we measure the error between the original
grid and a grid, reconstructed using the set of samples. Here, we use minimum curvature
interpolation with tension to reconstruct the gridded, and we compute the reconstruction
error between the grids. We define the reconstruction error using two measures applied to
the difference between original and reconstructed grids, ∆S = So − Sr. The first is the
maximum absolute difference between the gridded data and reconstructed grid, while the
second is the standard deviation of that difference grid,











(∆Si − ∆̄S)2, (5.3)
where N is the number of grid cells, and ∆̄S is the mean of the difference grid. These error
measures allows us to downsample each component such that their reconstruction error is
within their estimated noise level. The first measure identifies the largest deviation in the
reconstructed grid, which may identify outliers. The second measure gives a better statistical
understanding of the behaviour of the reconstruction.
5.3.1 Independent down sampling of each component
Our first approach for down sampling gravity gradient data is to apply the adaptive down
sampling algorithm of Foks et al. (2014) to each component separately. Figure 5.3 shows
each component with its respective set of samples. Each set of samples was generated using
the absolute value of the data and by searching for the decay parameter that produces a set
of samples with R∞E ≤ 2.5 Eö which is within 2.5 standard deviations of the estimated noise
level of the data. Table 5.1 shows the number of samples and reconstruction errors for each
set of samples in Figure 5.3. There is variation in the numbers, since the adaptive sampling
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Figure 5.1: Gravity gradient tensor computed from a small block with a density contrast of
2.4 g/cc. The block is a 300-m cubic block with a top located at 150 m depth. The data are
located at 60 m altitude on a 50 m by 50 m grid.
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Figure 5.2: Sampling distance images for each gravity gradient component using a fine
sampling distance of 50 m, coarse sampling distance of 200 m and a decay parameter of 10.
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procedure is randomly generated.
Figure 5.3: Adaptively placed samples for each component, each set of samples was placed
according to the absolute value of the underlying image. The sample locations are different
in each image.
The total number of adaptively placed samples is 14495, which is just 24.16% of the full
data set. This reduction in the number of data directly translates to a reduction in the
memory requirements of the sensitivity matrix. The full matrix requires 4 Gb of memory,
while the downsampled data require just 1 Gb. Similarly, the time needed to generate
the matrix, was approximately 4 times less. Once we downsample each component, we
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Table 5.1: Resulting down sampling statistics for the independently sampled gravity gradient
data. The fine sampling distance was 50 m and the coarse distance was 200 m.
Component Decay Parameter # of Samples R∞E (Eö) R
σ
E (Eö)
Γxx 65.0 2367 2.441 0.34
Γxy 20.0 2244 2.394 0.41
Γxz 80.0 2532 2.434 0.40
Γyy 75.0 2582 2.277 0.379
Γyz 80.0 2443 2.013 0.371
Γzz 160.0 2327 2.096 0.387
concatenate the samples into a single data vector, such that they may be inverted. Since
we know the statistics of the noise added to this data, we invert them using the discrepancy
principle such that the data misfit is equal to the total number of data. The final recovered
model is shown in Figure 5.4 with a second model generated by inverting the full data set.
We see that we have retained the structure in the inverse model despite using 24.16% of the
data.
Figure 5.4: (a) Inversion of 14495 independently downsampled gravity gradient components.
(b) Inversion of the full data set with 60000 data points.
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5.3.2 Down sampling using an invariant of the tensor
As an alternative to down sampling each component according to its signal content, we
may use a common proxy for the signal for all components. The proxy may be the magnitude






zz, or an invariant may be
used. Pedersen & Rasmussen (1990) computed the invariants of the gravity gradient tensor
to highlight strike direction or the locations of large volume sources. Murphy & Brewster
(2007) use variants for structural mapping. Carlos et al. (2013) provide an excellent review of
the different tensor invariants and how to compute them. They also show numerous examples
where different components of the tensor are combined that highlight different aspects of the
gravity gradient data. The three invariants of the gravity gradient tensor, Γ are as follows,




Γii ≡ 0, (5.4)
I1 = ΓxxΓyy + ΓyyΓzz + ΓxxΓzz − Γ2xy − Γ2xz − Γ2yz, (5.5)
I2 = |Γ| = Γxx(ΓyyΓzz − Γ2yz) + Γxy(ΓyzΓxz − ΓxyΓzz) + Γxx(ΓxyΓyz − ΓxzΓyy). (5.6)
Figure 5.5 shows I1 and I2 for the synthetic data, the lower two images show the logarithm
of the absolute value of the invariants, log10(|I1|) and log10(|I2|). To downsample the data
we use invariant I2 as the proxy for signal in the gravity gradient data. Figure 5.6 shows the
adaptively chosen samples using a distance image generated using the invariant I2. Notice
that the placement of the samples does not depend on each component’s signal, but rather
on the invariant image. To determine the decay parameter, β, for down sampling, we first
downsampled the xy component of the tensor until R∞E ≤ 2.5 Eö. The co-ordinates of the
1914 samples are then used as the sample locations of the remaining components, and hence
produces co-located samples from the components of the gravity gradient tensor. Table 5.2
shows the reconstruction error per component.
Figure 5.7 shows the recovered model, using the discrepancy principle. We again see
good recovery of the block that is comparable to both the inversion using the full data set,
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Figure 5.5: Top: First and second invariants of the gravity gradient tensor. Bottom: Log to
base 10 of the absolute value of the invariants in the top row.
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Figure 5.6: Adaptively downsampled gravity gradient data using the second invariant as a
proxy for signal content. The sample locations are the same in each image.
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Table 5.2: Resulting down sampling statistics for the gravity gradient data downsampled
using one of its invariants as a proxy for signal content. The fine sampling distance was 50
m and the coarse distance was 200 m. The decay parameter and number of samples are
equal for each component at 20 and 1914 respectively.









and the independently downsampled approach. In this example, we have adaptively sampled
each component and obtain 19.14% of the total number of data, giving 1914 data points per
component after downsampling. Again we see similar reductions in both computation time
and storage requirements.
Figure 5.7: (a) Inversion of 11484 adaptively downsampled gravity gradient components
where samples were placed using an invariant of the tensor. (b) Inversion of the full data set
with 60000 data points.
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5.4 Application to a field example
We now apply adaptive down sampling to a field gravity gradient data set from McFaulds
Lake, Ontario, Canada. The survey lines were flown 250 m apart on a bearing of 135o and
control lines were flown with a spacing of 2.5 km at 45o. The draped survey had a nominal
terrain clearance of 100 m. The survey was flown early in 2011 and both magnetic and
gravity gradient data were collected (Ontario Geological Survey and Geological Survey of
Canada, 2011). Figure 5.8 shows a subset of the measured Γxy and Γuv gravity gradient
components. The data area covers 15 km by 15 km and contains 145,535 data locations,
giving 291,070 total data. We downsample each component separately such that RσE is well
within their estimated noise level of approximately 5 Eö. The noise estimate was obtained
using equivalent source processing (Dampney, 1969), and is similar to what was reported
by Martinez (2015) and Li (2001). Figure 5.9 shows each set of samples overlain on their
respective data. The Γxy component was downsampled to 11778 samples with 2954 samples
taken from the flight line data, and 8727 samples from the gridded flight line data. The Γuv
component was down sampled to 12490 samples with 3097 flight line data and 9308 samples
from the gridded data. The components were downsampled to just 8.1% and 8.6% of the
number of data locations in the full data set. We summarize these results in Table 5.3.
Figure 5.10a and Figure 5.10b show the difference between the gridded flight line data and
the grids reconstructed using the set of samples for each component. There is no apparent
structure in the reconstruction residual maps.
Table 5.3: Resulting down sampling statistics for the McFaulds Lake gravity gradient data
downsampled using the signal in each component. The fine sampling distance was 75 m and
the coarse distance was 250 m.
Component Decay Parameter # of Samples R∞E (Eö) R
σ
E (Eö)
Γxy 10.0 11778 19.708 2.190
Γuv 10.0 12490 19.384 2.081
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Figure 5.8: Γxy and Γuv for the McFaulds Lake area, Ontario, Canada. The survey lines
were flown at 250 m apart on a bearing of 135o and control lines were flown with a spacing
of 2.5 km at 45o. The draped survey had a nominal terrain clearance of 100 m.
Figure 5.9: McFaulds Lake gravity gradient data with adaptively placed samples overlain.
The samples were generated according to the signal in the image. The xy component contains
11778 samples, while the uv component contains 12490 samples.
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Figure 5.10: Reconstruction difference grids for the sampled gravity gradient components.
After a set of samples is chosen over each component, they are gridded to the same dimensions
as the gridded flight line data for comparison.
We inverted the downsampled data to recover a 3D density contrast model using 3,512,320
cells with a core region of 75-m cubic cells. For comparison we also inverted the entire data
set with 290,070 data points using the same mesh. The final recovered models with a cutoff
of 0.33 g/cc are shown in Figure 5.11 with an elongated north-south trending anomaly that
bends slightly to the east on the southern end, as can be seen in the data. The full inversion
took 21.6 hours to generate its 43.7 Gb sensitivity matrix with 250x wavelet compression,
and 60 hours to complete 10 inversions each with a different regularization parameter. The
sensitivity matrix for the reduced data set took just 1.75 hours to generate its 3.66 Gb
matrix, again with 250x wavelet compression. The inversions, with the same regularization
parameters, took 5.55 hours to complete. The computation times are associated with an
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2670 with 16 threads on 2.60 GHz processors. The reductions in
time and memory are directly proportional to the reduction in the number of data, i.e.,1̃2.5x
reduction. Figure 5.12a and Figure 5.12b show a horizontal slice at 1600 m depth through
the 3D models for comparison while Figure 5.12c to Figure 5.12d show cross sections at
Northings of 582.5 km. Figure 5.13a to Figure 5.13d show cross sections at Northings 582.8
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km, and 583 km respectively.
Figure 5.11: Recovered inverse model from a) the full set of 291,070 data and b) 24086
adaptively placed samples from McFaulds Lake gravity gradient data. The model contains
3,512,320 cells with a core region of 75 m cubic cells, with larger padding cells on the outer
edges of the mesh.
In each of the cross sections and horizontal slices we see similar recovery of the anomalous
body. In the 3D volume rendered image, we also see good recovery of the anomalous body
despite the reduction in the number of data. We can observe how well the predicted data
fit the observed data for each example in two ways. The first is spatially as a map of
the data residual, while the second is via histograms of the residuals. In Figure 5.14 to
Figure 5.15 the residual maps and histograms are shown for the full data set inversion and
the inversion of adaptively placed samples. Figure 5.16 shows two more residual maps and
histograms for this data, the residual maps show the difference between the observed flight
line data, and the data predicted at those locations using a model recovered from adaptive
sampling inversion. These residual maps are to serve as a cross-validation step, to show that
the recoverable signal is maintained in the inversion, despite the reduction in the number
of data. Figure 5.16 shows that there is still some structure remaining in the residuals,
particularly in the uv component along the edges of the anomaly and data area. To check
that the asymmetry in Figure 5.16 is not introduced by the samples chosen from the grid,
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Figure 5.12: Horizontal slice at 1600 m depth for the recovered models of (a) the full data
set and (b) the adaptive samples. Vertical slice at 5825000 m North for the recovered models
of (c) the full data set and (d) the adaptive samples.
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Figure 5.13: Vertical slice at 5828000 m North for the recovered models of (a) the full data
set and (b) the adaptive samples. Vertical slice at 5831000 m North for the recovered models
of (c) the full data set and (d) the adaptive samples.
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we can observe the residuals in the down sampled data set at the locations pertaining to the
samples chosen from the flight line, and gridded data. Figure 5.17 shows the locations of
the chosen flight line and grid points for the xy component, and the histograms associated
with the residuals at those locations. Figure 5.18 shows the same for the uv components.
There is little to no asymmetry in these four histograms, indicating that it manifests in the
cross-validation step only, and is not introduced in the sampling and inversion steps. These
inversion results appear to have, and indeed do have, similar recovery of the structure. In
fact, if these models were handed to an interpreter and asked which one came from the full
or down sampled data, they might be hard pressed to know exactly. The cross validation
results, however, indicate that the model from down sampled data is not maintaining the
signal content in the flight line data, due to the structure in the residual.
5.4.1 Second Pass Down Sampling
It is important to note, at this point, that the residual structure was not apparent until
the final stage of cross validation, which involves a single forward model of the data at
the flight line locations. The entire process of down sampling the data, computing the
reconstruction residuals, and inverting the set of samples gave no indication of possible
residual structure. This emphasizes that while developing an adaptive sampling algorithm
to a specific problem, cross validation must be carried out. There is a second reason as to
why cross validation is important. It allows refinement of the proxy for signal content and
calibrate the process, and perhaps revisit the assumptions that were made when choosing
the original proxy. In our case here, the original assumption, that sampling the highs and
lows in the data should be sampled more finely, is not quite correct, and we should revise
our down sampling methodology for gravity gradient data.
The structure in the residual is in the form of two linear features oriented roughly
northwest-southeast. These features lie along the flanks of the anomalies in the data, where
the highs transition to lows. Figure 5.19a and Figure 5.19b show the total horizontal deriva-
tive of each gravity gradient component with highs in each image that correspond to the
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Figure 5.14: (a) Data Residual for the XY component of the full data set with 145535
observation locations and (b) the histogram of the XY residuals. (c) Data Residual for the
UV component of the full data set and (d) the histogram of the UV residuals.
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Figure 5.15: (a) Data Residual for the XY component of the down sampled data set with
and (b) the histogram of the XY residuals. (c) Data Residual for the UV component of the
down sampled data set and (d) the histogram of the UV residuals.
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Figure 5.16: After inverted the down sampled data set and obtaining the recovered model,
the data are predicted at the original 145535 flight line locations. (a) Data Residual for the
XY component and (b) the histogram of the XY residuals. (c) Data Residual for the UV
component and (d) the histogram of the UV residuals.
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Figure 5.17: (a) Chosen flight line locations displayed by blue points, and chosen grid points
by red points in the XY component of the down sampled data set. The histograms of the
data residuals corresponding to these two sample sets are shown in (a) and (b).
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Figure 5.18: (a) Chosen flight line locations displayed by blue points, and chosen grid points
by red points in the UV component of the down sampled data set. The histograms of the
data residuals corresponding to these two sample sets are shown in (a) and (b).
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residual structure location in Figure 5.16. These images can be used as proxies for a second
pass of down sampling. Figure 5.19c and Figure 5.19d show the extra samples generated
using the total horizontal derivatives of each component. The XY component has had 3985
samples added while the UV component has had 5303 samples added. The addition of sam-
ples has increased their number to 33374, which is 11.4% of the total amount. The new set
of samples were inverted, and the recovered model cross validated with the original flight
line data. Figure 5.20 shows the recovered model with the inversion of the full data set in
light grey for comparison. The cross validation residuals are shown in Figure 5.21 which
show far less structure in the residuals, and hence we are fitting the original flight line more
successfully with the addition of the extra samples. The recovered models from the full and
down sampled data show good similarity.
5.5 Conclusions
We have expanded the method of data adaptive downsampling to multicomponent gravity
gradient data to reduce their number, which in turn reduces the computational costs of
inversion. Each component of the data can be downsampled independently, or a common
proxy for signal content may be used. For a synthetic example, we showed reductions in
the number of data of up to four times, while maintaining the recoverable structure in their
geophysical inversion. Our field example showed reductions down to 11.4% of the data, which
greatly reduces both the computation time and memory requirements of inversion, making
the problem feasible on a single machine. An initial reduction to 8% provided insight into
the down sampling algorithm applied to gravity gradient data. In particular, it highlighted
two key insights. First, the inversion using the initial set of samples was a good first pass
inversion to obtain an approximate 3D subsurface model. Second, to be absolutely sure
the inversion is maintaining the signal in the original data, a cross validation step must be
performed. When we compared the inversion results for the full and adaptively sampled
field data sets, we retained the pertinent structure in the recovered model, however some
remaining structure in the data residuals after the cross-validation procedure led us to refine
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Figure 5.19: (a) Total horizontal derivative of the XY component. (b) Total horizontal
derivative of the UV component. Extra samples have been appended to the first set for each
component using the total horizontal derivatives as the proxy.
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Figure 5.20: Recovered model using 33374 total samples from the xy and uv components.
The recovered model using the full data set is shown in grey for comparison.
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Figure 5.21: After inverted the second down sampled data set and obtaining the recovered
model, the data are predicted at the original 145535 flight line locations. (a) Data Residual
for the XY component and (b) the histogram of the XY residuals. (c) Data Residual for the
UV component and (d) the histogram of the UV residuals.
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the algorithm. After adding samples to the existing set using the total horizontal derivative
of each component, we obtained a more reliable inversion, and reproduction of the flight line
data. It would be interesting to see how the dual down sampling approach behaves on a new
data set, and whether next time, only a single pass is needed, thereby refining the algorithm
and its use.
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CHAPTER 6
INTERFACE INVERSION USING TRIANGULAR FACETS
6.1 Summary
Interface inversions are a specific application of inverse theory to recover the boundary
between two units of different physical properties. Applied to the gravity example, the
interface defines the boundary between two contrasting densities. Recovery of the base of salt
is a well established procedure by inverting gravity, gravity gradiometry, or magnetic data.
Typically the region is represented using 3-D juxtaposed vertical prisms on a rectilinear mesh
whose depth extents define the depth to the base of salt. Instead we propose to discretize the
surface using an unstructured mesh with triangular base elements. This formulation reduces
the problem size of the interface inversion and has the flexibility to accurately represent
any a priori known structural information. We discuss the forward modeling algorithm,
our new discretization of the model objective function, and illustrate the performance using
a synthetic salt example. We compare the results with the traditional rectilinear mesh
approach and show a good comparison between the recovered models of the two approaches.
6.2 Introduction
Geophysical inversion is a technique that automatically constructs a subsurface property
or geometry model using measured geophysical data. The models are recovered such that
their calculated, or predicted, data reproduce the measured data to within their noise level,
while maintaining structural simplicity. One particular category of geophysical inversion is
the surface inversion where the physical property, for example density, is prescribed and
we aim to recover the boundaries of units or bounding surfaces. There are many areas
of application for an interface type inversion in the geophysical literature. For example,
Oldenburg (1974) invert 1D gravity profiles to recover the Mohorovičic̀ discontinuity between
the Earth’s crust and mantle.
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One major area of application is sedimentary basin analysis, in particular, the depth
at which the sediments end, and basement begins. Sedimentary basins are of particular
importance since the sedimentary layers within the basin may have been deformed and can
form hydrocarbon traps. The depth to basement is used to help interpret the maximal
extent of the basin material and infer a possible thermal history necessary for hydrocarbon
generation. Peters (1949) discuss various methods to interpret magnetic data with the
specific application to the depth to igneous basement rocks. Bott (1960) recover the depth
to basement using an iterative procedure and stacked infinite slabs. Silva & Hohmann
(1983) randomly assign values to parameters such as depth and thickness, and observe which
sets of parameters produce the best estimated data misfit. Their approach is applied to
magnetic data. Pilkington & Crossley (1986) also use a trial-and-error approach to invert for
the magnetic basement by testing different combinations of layer depth and magnetization.
Kieniewicz & Luyendyk (1986) invert gravity data and Pustisek (1990) invert magnetic
data for basement topography using a Fourier domain approach. Gallardo & Meju (2003)
illustrate the inversion of both gravity and magnetic data to recover the depth to basement,
they also allow both the top and bottom surfaces of the sediment to vary, and they show a
nice correlation between the top surface and bathymetry. Sun & Li (2014) present gravity
inversion for the depth to basement, however they implement an adaptive Lp norm to recover
both smoothly varying basement topography and the sharp discontinuities associated with
faulting. Salem et al. (2014) invert magnetic data that have been transformed using the
pseudogravity transformation and apply their algorithm to the Stord Basin in the northern
North Sea. Barbosa et al. (1997) invert gravity data for the thickness of rectilinear columns
in 3D by implementing an L2 norm measure for the model structure, while Barbosa et al.
(1999a) use an L2 norm, weighted L2 norm, logarithmic barrier constraints to limit the
thickness, and a priori known thickness to guide the inversion as a reference model. This
combination allows for better recovery of faults. Barbosa et al. (1999b) discretize the basin
region into prisms where the value of each prism is between a density contrast indicating
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sediment, or null, indicating basement. They impose limits on the values of the density
contrast by imposing an a priori assumed density contrast profiles. Martins et al. (2010)
extend this line of work and constrain their basement inversion using measurements from
boreholes that intersect the basement. Martins et al. (2011) and Lima et al. (2011) present
a two part series using total variation regularization (Acar & Vogel, 1994).
Interface inversions have also been used to the recover the boundary of salt bodies that
have risen up through the surrounding sediments. Since salt has a lower density than the sur-
rounding sediments, it typically produces a negative gravity anomaly which can be inverted.
Salt makes imaging using seismic methods difficult and the use of gravity helps to de-risk
the interpretation of regions containing salt, by increasing the confidence in its boundaries.
Areas of salt intrusion are economically important, because salt has the ability to create
hydrocarbon traps. Typically, some a priori information and structural constraints, such
as the top of salt, are provided by seismic interpretation and incorporated into the inver-
sion. Talwani & Kessinger (1995) present a method to recover the base of salt from gravity
data by iteratively adjusting the depths of 3-D columns. 3-D prisms have also been used
to jointly invert gravity, magnetic and gravity gradient data (Jorgensen & Kisabeth, 2000;
Routh et al., 2001). In his masters thesis, Cheng (2003) carries out extensive analysis to
address the errors associated with the base of salt inversion using gravity data. Barnes &
Barraud (2012) present a surface inversion using the total variation regularization and apply
it to gravity gradient data in order to define salt flanks. Krahenbuhl & Li (2006) use a binary
formulation that characterizes the discretized subsurface as either zero for sediment, or one
for salt. Silva Dias et al. (2011) use 3-D gravity inversion and an iteratively refined mesh.
These two approaches may be used for multiple interfering anomalous bodies.
These prior methods operate either in 2D to invert for a profile, or in 3D using rectilinear
meshes which have an associated ease of use in both the evaluation of potential-field data and
the imposition of model constraints. Since the cell faces of rectilinear meshes cannot dip, any
arbitrarily oriented surface will be represented by a staircase-like approximation. Rapidly
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changing and steeply dipping surfaces require a large number of smaller cells at the interfacing
surface in order to increase the accuracy of their representation. This limitation leads to the
natural question, can we instead turn to unstructured meshes whose base elements consist
of triangular facets?
Unstructured meshes have recently increased in popularity since the faces of the mesh can
dip arbitrarily, which can provide an accurate representation of a known surface or bound-
ary. As such, a dipping surface may be represented by fewer triangular elements in contrast
to rectilinear meshes which are limited in the ability to represent non-orthogonal geometry
Rcker et al. (2006). Lelièvre et al. (2011) present the inversion of first-arrival times, Lelièvre
et al. (2012a) present a cross-hole tomography example, and Lelièvre et al. (2012b) present
3-D inversion applied to a mineral exploration example, all using unstructured meshes. Their
unstructured meshes are able to represent a priori known surfaces with cell faces parallel
to those surfaces. Lelièvre & Farquharson (2013) discuss the complications associated with
unstructured meshes, in particular, the generation of the spatial gradient matrix, the com-
ponent in an inversion that imposes flatness or smoothness in the model. They identify that
an undesirable patchwork effect may be produced in a recovered inverse model and show
how to correctly generate the spatial gradient matrices to avoid this effect.
In the following sections, we begin by describing our methodology for inverting gravity
data to recover an interface between densities in the subsurface. We formulate the problem
using unstructured meshes of triangular facets. We then apply the method to a base of salt
example.
6.3 Method
Interface inversions typically discretize a volume of the subsurface using juxtaposed
prisms, where the top and bottom of those prisms quantify the thickness of the volume
at each prisms location. Gravity data do not increase linearly with an increasing thickness
and this necessitates a non-linear inverse formulation to recover either the top or bottom
surface. In this section we first an outline for non-linear inversion. We then describe our
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method of discretizing the upper and lower surfaces of a 3D body, and how we forward
model gravity data from that body. We then describe the generation of the model weighting
component of the inverse problem.
6.3.1 Non-linear inversion
To develop the inversion algorithm, we follow the methodology outlined in Oldenburg &
Li (2005), and choose the approach based on Tikhonov regularization (Tikhonov & Arsenin,
1977) that minimizes the following objective function,
Φ = Φd + µΦm, (6.1)
where Φd is the data misfit, Φm is the model objective function and µ is the regularization
parameter. The data misfit determines how well the predicted data fit the observed data
and is defined as
Φd = ‖Wd(d− f(m))‖2 , (6.2)
where Wd is the data weighting matrix whose diagonal components are the reciprocal stan-
dard deviations for each data point. f(m) is the forward modeling of the predicted data
from the model m.
The model objective function Φm measures the model structure,
Φm = ‖Wm(m−mref )‖2 , (6.3)
where mref is a reference model and Wm is a model weighting matrix, which we discuss in
the next section.
The objective function in equation 6.1 is therefore,
Φ = ‖Wd(d− f(m))‖22 + µ ‖Wm(m−mref )‖
2
. (6.4)
Since the gravity response at the surface is non-linearly related to the base of salt depth,
the minimization of equation 6.4 is also non-linear. To solve this problem we must expand
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equation 6.4 using a Taylor series and obtain the solution using an iterative method so that,














If we take take the derivative of equation 6.5 with respect to δm and set the result equal
to zero, we obtain
Hδm = −g, (6.8)
and the model is updated once we find δm using mk+1 = mk + δm.
To apply this to our problem in equation 6.4 we obtain the following for the gradient g,
g(m) = −JTWTdWd[dobs − f(m)] + µWTmWm(m−mref ), (6.9)
where J is a function of m called the sensitivity matrix, which we will describe at the end
of the next section. The elements of J describe how the data at location i changes due to a
unit change in the jth model parameter.
We obtain the expression for the Hessian by differentiating equation 6.9 with respect to
m to obtain,
H = (∇J)TWTdWd[dobs − f(m)] + JTWTdWdJ+ µWTmWm (6.10)
Ĥ = JTWTdWdJ+ µW
T
mWm, (6.11)
where we neglect the computationally expensive higher order terms in equation 6.10 and use






JTWTdWd[dobs − f(m(k))]− µWTmWm(m(k) −mref ),
where k is the index for the current iteration, and we solve for the perturbation to the model
δm.
To bound the depths of the recovered surface we impose logarithmic barrier constraints
(Li & Oldenburg, 2000a). These constraints prevent the surface from becoming higher or
lower than two separately specified model bounds, these may be obtained from a priori
information. Hence, the objective function is updated to contain,






















where the final term is the logarithmic barrier function and λ is the log barrier parameter.




−2 + λY−2)δm = (6.14)
JTWTdWd(dobs − f(m(k)))− µWTmWm(m(k) −mref ) +
λX−1e− λY−1e
where X = diag{mj − lj},Y = diag{uj −mj}, and e = {1, ..., 1}.
To obtain the optimal model, we generate an L-curve (Hansen, 1992) by obtaining the
solution to the non-linear problem using different values of µ. For each solution, the regular-
ization parameter is held fixed, rather than changing dynamically (Oldenburg & Li, 2005).
Haber & Oldenburg (2000) present an approach for applying generalized cross validation to
a non-linear inversion, they demonstrate their approach with an interface inversion.
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6.3.2 Forward Modelling and the Sensitivity Matrix
In this paper we use a triangular mesh representation to discretize an interfacing surface,
where the nodes of the triangular mesh define the depth to the surface. The triangulation is
represented by two lists, v and F. v = {vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ Nv} contains an index list of nodes, and
F = {fk, 1 ≤ k ≤ Nt} contains a list of the facets, where fk = (ik1, ik2, ik3) contains indices to
the three nodes that define the facet and Nt is the total number of facets. If two nodes share
an edge, the nodes are adjacent, denoted vi. A facet is incident to a node if that node is one
of its three corners, and the set of NF i incident facets to node vi is F
i (Taubin, 1995). The
properties of adjacency will be used when we develop the regularization term for inversion.
To represent a 3D body using top and bottom surfaces we first assume that each surface
is discretized using nodes with the same horizontal locations. The volume can then be
defined by juxtaposed vertical triangular prisms, each with two potentially oblique triangular
facets at the top and bottom and three vertical rectangles. We may now forward model the
gravity data from our discretized volume, and we turn to methods developed for arbitrarily
oriented polyhedra. The solution to the integral expressions for arbitrary polyhedra has
been presented many times, each with differing computational complexities, (Barnett, 1976;
Okabe, 1979; Plouff, 1976; Pohanka, 1988; Talwani & Ewing, 1960). Here we follow the
method described by Barnett (1976) who provide a concise and easy to follow method.







where γ is the gravitational constant, r− ri is the distance from the observation location to
the volume, and ρ(r) is the density. The gravitational field is the negative gradient of the
potential, the components of which are obtained by the dot product with a measurement
direction j, hence,
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where S is the surface of the body and n is the outward-directed unit normal vector to the
element dS. If the surface of the body is split into multiple triangular facets, we get the
response for a single facet at a single data location, as
gj = γρj · n̂I, (6.19)





j · n̂iIi, (6.20)








for which Barnett (1976) provides the analytical solution.
If we assume that our entire body has a constant contrasting density with the surround-
ing sediments, we need only compute the response from the upper and lower triangulated
surfaces. If the depths of the two surfaces at the outer most edges of the mesh are not equal,
we must also forward model the response from each vertical rectangular facet that charac-
terizes the bodies surface. The most commonly measured component of gravity, however, is
the vertical component. Since vertical facets have zero response to the vertical component
of the gravitational field, we can omit them when forward modelling this data. In fact, any
facet that is parallel to the measurement direction will have zero response, and facets that
have an equal density on either side cancel out and we can omit them also. Numerous rela-
tionships between density and depth have been established, for example linear (Athy, 1930;
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Radhakrishna Murthy & Bhaskara Rao, 1979), quadratic (Rao, 1986), exponential (Chai
& Hinze, 1988; Cordell, 1973; GRANSER, 1987), parabolic (Rao et al., 1993), hyperbolic
(Rao et al., 1994), and polynomial (Guspi, 1990). We can incorporate these density depth
functions into the forward modelling.
Let’s assume that the top surface is fixed, and we wish to invert for the bottom surface.
The sensitivity matrix J relates each data point, to each perturbed node in the bottom
surface. To accomplish this, we iteratively perturb each node in the bottom surface, while
keeping the other nodes in the bottom surface unperturbed. We compute the change in the
data due to the newly dipping triangles connected the perturbed node. We repeat this for
each node in the surface. Algorithm 4 presents the method of computing the sensitivity
matrix,
Algorithm 4 : Compute J for a triangulated surface
1: Initialize the Nv ×Nv matrix J
2: for all vj ∈ v do
3: Perturb the height of vj by a small amount ∆z
4: for all fk ∈ Fj do
5: for all dobsi ∈ dobs do
6: gzi0=equation 6.19 for the unperturbed facet fk





Lelièvre & Farquharson (2013) present an extensive discussion on the model weighting
component for unstructured meshes in both 2-D and 3-D. Their method solves small linear
systems of equations for each mesh cell using various combinations of adjacent cells. Using
their solved system, they then construct gradient operators for the unstructured mesh. Each
small linear system of equations is constructed using linear interpolation through cell centers.
In our formulation of the model objective, we adopt a slightly different representation to
Lelièvre & Farquharson (2013) in that our model parameters lie on the vertices rather than
at the triangular cell centers.
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where m is the depth of the vertices of length Nv, and mref is a reference model that
contains a priori information such as an interpreted surface surface.
We can discretize the integral and take the squares as follows
Φm = [m−mref ]TWTs Ws[m−mref ] +mTKGm, (6.23)
where Ws is a diagonal weighting matrix whose elements are the
√
area of the 1-ring neigh-
bourhood of each node (illustrated in Figure 6.1).
Figure 6.1: 1-ring neighbourhood around vertex i. The incident triangles Fi are denoted
with index k, and adjacent nodes vi are denoted with index j. The area of the 1-ring
neighbourhood is simply the area of the incident triangles.
To discretize the flattest model term, we calculate the derivatives using linear interpola-
tion of the model parameters. Since our model is defined by the height of the mesh nodes,
we have the following equation for a plane through a triangular facet,
m = ax+ by + c. (6.24)
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Taking the derivatives of m with respect to x and y yields,
Φflat =
∫ ∫
(a2 + b2)dxdy. (6.25)




3), we have three equa-
tions in the form of equation 6.24 that we solve simultaneously for a, b, and c. Once we
obtain the expressions for a and b and square them we obtain the following expressions,
κa2 = (y2 − y3)2m21 + 2(y1 − y3)(−y2 + y3)m1m2 + 2(y1 − y2)(y2 − y3)m1m3
+ (y1 − y3)2m22 − 2(y1 − y2)(y1 − y3)m2m3 + (y1 − y2)2m23, (6.26)
and
κb2 = (x2 − x3)2m21 + 2(x1 − x3)(−x2 − x3)m1m2 + 2(x1 − x2)(x2 − x3)m1m3
+ (x1 − x3)2z2r2 − 2(x1 − x2)(x1 − x3)m2m3 + (x1 − x2)2m23. (6.27)
Combining equations 6.26 and 6.27, we obtain
κ(a2 + b2) = ((x2 − x3)2 + (y2 − y3)2)z2r1
+ 2((x1 − x3)(−x2 − x3) + (y1 − y3)(−y2 + y3))zr1zr2
+ 2((x1 − x2)(x2 − x3) + (y1 − y2)(y2 − y3))zr1zr3
+ ((x1 − x3)2 + (y1 − y3)2)z2r2
− 2((x1 − x2)(x1 − x3) + (y1 − y2)(y1 − y3))zr2zr3
+ ((x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2)z2r3, (6.28)






















a2 + b2 = mkTKkLm
k, (6.30)
where the denominator κ = (x3(y2 − y1) + x2(y1 − y3) + x1(y3 − y2))2, mk are the 3 node
heights for the kth facet, and KkL is a 3× 3 symmetric coefficient matrix for the kth facet.













kth facet. To discretize the flattest model term we require a quadratic function defined by
a global matrix KG that operates on the entire list of model parameters m. To obtain this
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matrix we assemble the local matrices KkL into KG in the same way by which a stiffness
matrix is assembled from local stiffness matrices in the finite element method. The global
matrix KG is an N × N sparse matrix whose non zero elements correspond to nodes that
are adjacent. The zero elements in KG , therefore, correspond to nodes in the mesh that do
not share a facet and hence, are not connected by an edge. For completeness we describe
the process of generating KG from a triangular mesh in Algorithm 5. Weights can be incor-
porated at this stage to account for the non-uniformly sized facets in an irregular triangular
mesh. Reuter et al. (2009) presented a nice overview of different weighting schemes for tri-
angular meshes. They apply the weights when generating the Laplace-Beltrami operator
for unstructured triangular meshes with application to shape analysis and segmentation of
differentiable manifolds. The simplest scheme would be to weight each facet equally, which
we do here. Meanwhile, Taubin (1995) used the area of each facet, Max (1999) opted for
weights based on the internal angles of each facet, and Chen & Wu (2004) used the distance
to facet centroids as the weights.
Algorithm 5 : Compute KG for a triangular mesh
1: Initialize an N × N matrix KG = 0





3) = indices to the facet’s nodes
4: xk,yk = x,y co-ordinates of the three nodes
5: Compute KkL using Equation 3.14


















To illustrate our method we now turn to a synthetic example using the vertical component
of gravity.
6.4 Demonstration
To illustrate the method we first generate the top and bottom surfaces of a synthetic salt
body model shown in Figure 6.2. Figure 6.2a shows a triangular mesh with 4700 vertices
whose depths characterize the top of salt ( Figure 6.2b) and base of salt ( Figure 6.2c).
These two surfaces are defined by the same vertex locations, therefore each triangle in the
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two surfaces bound a vertically oriented triangular prism. The option to have horizontally
colocated nodes has a practical convenience if the density contrast changes vertically with
depth, since it allows for easy discretization of each prism. If the density contrast is assumed
constant, then arbitrary triangulations may be used for each surface. We assume a depth-
density contrast profile shown in Figure 6.3a that increases with depth and does not vary
horizontally. This profile simulates the contrasting density of the salt and the background
sediments. The density of the background sediments increases with depth due to compaction,
hence the contrast becomes increasingly negative with depth for a constant salt density of
2.17 g/cm3.
To forward model the data, we used a dense discretization of the each prism vertically
and use the given density contrast from the depth-density profile. We forward model the
data in Figure 6.3b to a 250-m by 250-m grid at 0 m elevation and contaminate them with
0.1 mGal Gaussian noise. To invert the data, we assume that we have been provided with a
surface representing the top of salt (Figure 6.2b). We also assume that part of the base of salt
is known, which is used as a reference model mref in the inversion (Figure 6.4a). These two
types of constraints have been commonly used in base of salt inversion algorithms. In order
to find the optimal model, we carry out multiple inversions using different regularization
parameters to generate an L-curve. The L-curve allows us to determine which recovered
model has minimum structure while adequately fitting the observed data to within their
error level. Figure 6.4b shows the recovered base of salt using the with a semi-transparent
gray surface representing the true base of salt. Figure 6.6 shows the difference between the
recovered and true base of salt. The recovered model is smoother than the true model due
to the inherent smoothing nature of the L2 Norm measure of the model objective function.
The recovered base of salt is used to predict the data in Figure 6.5a, the difference between
the observed and predicted data is presented in Figure 6.5b and highlights that the signal,
not the noise is reproduced after the inversion.
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Figure 6.2: (a) Unstructured mesh with 4700 vertices used to represent the two surfaces in
(b) Top of a salt body and (c) Base of the salt body.
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Figure 6.3: (a) Depth-Density contrast profile used to simulate the compaction of sediments
with depth as a linear trend. (b) Vertical component of gravity data forward modelled from
two surface defining the top and base of a salt body, with a density contrast with depth in
(a).
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Figure 6.4: (a) Reference model truncated at 3000 m depth used to invert gravity data and
(b) The recovered model. The true base of salt is shown in semi-transparent gray.
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Figure 6.5: (a) Predicted data after inverting for the base of salt using gravity data. (b)
Difference between predicted and observed data.
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Figure 6.6: Difference between true base of salt and recovered base of salt.
To compare our inversion results we recovered the base of salt using rectilinear meshes
of 3D prisms and the same measures. Figure 6.7a show the recovered model using a mesh
containing 41000 cells while Figure 6.7b shows the recovered model using just 1305 cells.
Figure 6.8a shows again our recovered model using an unstructured mesh containing 4458
mesh nodes. In Figure 6.8b we show the recovered surface using just 410 mesh nodes.
The results are similar between each of the four examples, which is expected given the L2
measures used in the model objective functions, indicating that the triangular mesh based
surface inversion is performing as expected. We note, however, that the the maximum
recoverable depth using triangular meshes was 4.1 km, which is 200 m deeper than the
rectilinear examples that reached 3.9 km.
6.5 Conclusion
We have presented a method to invert gravity data for a surface discretized using an
unstructured mesh of triangular facets. Unstructured meshes impose additional complexi-
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Figure 6.7: Recovered Model using rectilinear meshes with (a) 41000 cells and (b) 1305 cells.
The depth extent of each recovered model is approximately 3.9 km.
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Figure 6.8: Recovered Model using unstructured meshes with (a) 4458 nodes and (b) 410
nodes. The depth extent of each recovered model is approximately 4.1 km.
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ties over rectilinear meshes in their construction and book keeping, however, their flexibility
naturally allows for more accurate incorporation of any a priori known seismic surfaces or
other structural information into an inversion. Steeply dipping surfaces may be represented
by a few dipping triangular facets. Our synthetic example shows a good comparison between
inversions using the traditional rectilinear mesh approach and our new triangular mesh ap-
proaches. We do note slightly deeper recovery of the depth extent using triangular facets.
We presented this method using a base of salt example, however the method is applicable to
the recovery of basement depth. The approach can be applied to magnetic data, or multi-
component gravity and gravity gradient data. Extra a priori information may incorporated,
such as petrophysical constraints, and interface depth constraints from borehole measure-
ments. The use of different model objective functionals that allow the recovery of fault-like
features are well within the scope of this research.
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I have developed numerically efficient techniques to aid in the interpretation of large-scale
potential field data, using an unstructured representation of both the data and model pa-
rameters. The work presented here pertains to two areas of interpretation: fault or boundary
detection, and geophysical inversion.
Fault and boundary detection methods traditionally implement image processing tech-
niques to visually enhance properties of the data that represents subsurface boundaries as
ridges in an image. Only a handful of algorithms then attempt to extract those ridges as a
series of line segments, by iteratively connecting points along the ridge crests. These methods
serve well as a visual aid for boundary detection, however, carrying out further analysis with
these boundaries as modelling constraints would be difficult. I therefore utilise the flexibility
of triangular meshes to infer the locations of subsurface boundaries as a series of line seg-
ments, while discretizing the surrounding data area to provide a means for future analyses.
The triangular meshes provide a missing connection between interpretation, modelling and
inversion, and the extracted boundaries could be used as constraints in an inversion. My
approach takes inspiration from the seismic processing and computer graphics communities
in order to handle and manipulate the triangular meshes. To my knowledge, this is the first
application of these types of meshes to this form of interpretation.
Geophysical inversion of regional scale gravity and magnetic data is becoming more dif-
ficult due to rapid increases in both data collection and the area of data coverage. Many
methods and algorithms exist in the model domain to reduce the computational cost of in-
version. These algorithms use compression techniques to reduce the size of the system to be
solved, or minimise the number of model cells to discretize the subsurface. There are very
few reduction algorithms in the data domain, and is therefore an area of research that is
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worth visiting. I therefore developed a method to adaptively choose samples from a data
set according to a proxy for the signal content in that data. The results have shown that
the number of data can be reduced while maintaining the recoverable structure after their
inversion. First, I developed the approach for single component data, and then extended
its application to multi-component data sets. The approach is applied prior to inversion,
and hence no changes to existing inversion codes are necessary. This algorithm adds to the
repertoire of computational cost reduction algorithms and allows for the inversion of larger
data sets.
Lastly, a subclass of geophysical inversion is an interface inversion, where we want to
recover the interface between two physical properties. In potential fields, these inversion
types have mainly been used to recover the depth to basement, or the outer surface to a salt
body. Traditionally, these approaches discretize the interface using prisms. Since this type of
inversion recovers a geometrical surface in 3D, I have investigated an approach that instead
discretizes the interface using triangular meshes. The major addition of this work is not
only the new discretization method, but the development of the spatial derivative matrices
required for regularization. The algorithm adds to the very limited number of interface
inversions using this type of discretization.
7.1 Future Research Directions
In the following I highlight some key areas of extension and application for the algorithms
developed in this thesis.
In chapter 3, I developed an approach to infer the locations of subsurface boundaries
from measured magnetic total field anomaly data. In a single algorithm, the approach dis-
cretizes the data area using triangular facets, the edges of which are aligned with subsurface
boundaries. I believe the work in this chapter may be applied to fields outside of potential
field interpretation, or used to bridge the gap between boundary detection and inversion, for
example,
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• Boundary extraction algorithm applied to water shed identification
• Used to discretize an area, and then input to an inversion using triangular facets, with
edges aligned with potential structurally pertinent features
In chapter 4, I presented an approach to selectively choose data points from an existing
data set in order to reduce the computational costs of inversion. To name a few areas of
further research and extension of the method:
• Investigate the down sampling of other data types, e.g. topography
• Develop the method further for full tensor gravity gradient data
• Use a statistical approach to optimally choose samples
• Down sample along the flight lines in 1D rather than in 2D
• Application of the concept to higher dimensional data
In chapter 6, an interface inversion was developed where the surface to be recovered
was discretized using triangular meshes. The flexibility of unstructured meshes to represent
geometrical information such as a priori known structures was a key reason to deviate from
the traditionally used rectilinear meshes. To highlight some ideas that arise from this line
of research:
• Implement different model norms to better recover faults
• Joint inversion using magnetic, gravity gradiometry
• Implement 2D and 3D fractal space filling curves (for example a Sierpinski curve) to
utilize matrix compression algorithms
Finally, in appendix A, I presented a simple and effective way to speed up the generation
of the sensitivity matrix, the most computationally demanding component to inversion. I
applied the approach to the vertical component of gravity, but the approach can easily be
extended to the x and y components of gravity, and gravity gradient data.
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APPENDIX - FAST COMPUTATION OF THE SENSITIVITY FOR ARBITRARILY
LOCATED POTENTIAL-FIELD DATA USING 3-D INTERPOLATION OF
PRE-CALCULATED SENSITIVITIES.
A.1 Summary
I develop a method to interpolate the rows of a sensitivity matrix for use with 3-
dimensional potential-field inversion. The method exploits the redundancy in the behaviour
of the sensitivity matrix by pre-computing the response for a set of control points. Using
that set of sensitivity responses, we can interpolate them for any arbitrary data point. We
discuss the improvement to the computational costs as well as the accuracy and effects on
the inverse model. We show that we can achieve 10 times speed up, while introducing only
1.8% error into the sensitivity matrix. The effects on the recovered inverse model are neg-
ligible. This simple yet effective method adds to the increasing suite of computational cost
reduction algorithms for large scale inversions.
A.2 Introduction
Geophysical inversion is a mathematical technique that constructs a subsurface property
model using measured geophysical data. The models are recovered such that their predicted
data reproduce the measured data to within their error level. The recovered sources are
constrained such that solutions are ignored if they do not make structural sense. In the case
of a rectilinear generalized 3-dimensional inversion, we discretize the subsurface volume into
cubes. The recovered inverse model represents the physical properties of those cubes, for
example density or magnetic susceptibility. The most computationally intensive component
of this type of inversion is the sensitivity matrix (G) which relates each model cell, to
each observation location, using an expression that describes the physics of the problem.
Hence, given a data set with N data, and a discretized subsurface with M model cells,
we need to generate a sensitivity matrix with N rows and M columns. As N and M
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become large, both the computation time and the storage of the sensitivity matrix become
prohibitively large. To speed up the forward modeling operation for inversion Pilkington
(1997) use the Fourier transform and convolution theorem to calculate the response for
each datum (Blakely, 1996; Parker, 1973). The Fourier transform approach, while quick,
comes with its own limitations on observation locations and subsurface discretization and
cannot be used for arbitrarily sized cells or arbitrarily located observations. To reduce the
storage costs of G, we may apply the wavelet transform which represents the dense matrix
in sparse format by winnowing small amplitude wavelet coefficients (Davis & Li, 2011; Li &
Oldenburg, 2003). In order to apply wavelet compression to the sensitivity matrix, we must
first calculate its rows in dense format. For a single data point, this requires M evaluations
of a kernel function. Typically, the kernel function requires many evaluations of higher
cost computer operations such as arctangents and logarithms. For a fixed mesh, and two
observation locations that are close, their sensitivities are almost identical. This similarity
can be exploited in order to reduce redundancy in their computation. To do so, we turn to
interpolation by first computing the sensitivity response for a set of chosen sample locations.
These sample locations vary in height and horizontal location and are chosen such that their
responses characterize the range of responses for a given set of observation locations. Once
we generate the set of known responses, we may interpolate them for an arbitrary observation
location. Since interpolation uses low cost operations such as multiplication and addition,
we reduce the high cost operations of the kernel function to low cost interpolation. We will
analyze three aspects of our interpolation method. The first is the amount of speed up of the
interpolation approach over the full computation of the matrix. The second is the accuracy
of the interpolated rows of the sensitivity matrix over the full calculation, while the third is
the effect on the recovered model when using a sensitivity matrix generated by interpolation.
We begin by describing the process of generating the sensitivity matrix in full, and
illustrate where the redundancy in its computation lies. We then carry out the computational




Given a 3D regular rectilinear mesh that discretizes the subsurface into Mx ×My ×Mz





, i = 1, ..., N, j = 1, ...,M, (A.1)
where d are the N data points, m are the M model cells where M = MxMyMz and Gi,j is
the effect of the jth model cell on the ith data point. The ith row of G describes the effects
of the model cells on the ith datum. Each row of the matrix is therefore an 3D distribution
of sensitivity values, referred to as a sensitivity volume. In the vertical component of gravity







where γ is the gravitational constant and |r − ri| is the distance from the ith observation
to the jth cell in the 3D model. The analytical solution of equation A.2 contains multiple
arctangents, logarithms and squareroots, see Nagy (1966), Sharma (1966), Bhattacharyya
(1964), Kunaratnam (1981), and Rao & Babu (1991) for different analytical solutions for a
right rectangular prism. These operations are costly compared to simple multiplications and
additions. Figure A.1a presents the radially symmetric sensitivity volume for a data point
located at 0-m elevation and centered above the mesh. The mesh contains 26×26×26 50-m
cubic cells. Figure A.1b shows the sensitivity volume for a data point shifted horizontally by
150 m east and 150 m north. Since the two data points are located at the same elevation, we
see that the sensitivity volume is simply translated, and centered on the new data location.
Figure A.1c shows the response when we move the observation location 100-m higher. The
response for the higher elevation is different due to the increased amount of decay in the
gravity field with respect to the fixed mesh. In this case, we may simply shift the sensitivity
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volume up by two cells, since 100-m higher is exactly two cell thicknesses above the mesh.
If the vertical shift is not exactly an integer multiple of the cell thickness, then we cannot
simply shift the volume vertically.
The behavior of the sensitivity volume depends on the location of the current data point,
if the mesh is held fixed. The sensitivity values are radially symmetric around the column in
the mesh that lies beneath the observation location. This column of cells, will be referred to
as the containing column. Therefore, for any data point in the set, we first find its containing
column. We then assign a radially symmetric sensitivity volume to the mesh that is centered
at the containing column. For a data set with equally spaced observation locations at the
same height, assignment of the sensitivity volume is trivial. We simply translate a single
pre-computed volume for each new data point. Data points, however, may be arbitrarily
located in 3D space, hence as their location changes with respect to their containing column,
their sensitivity responses will differ accordingly. Therefore, we state that the values in
the sensitivity volume depend on the position of a data point relative to the corners of
its containing column. We can calculate the sensitivity volumes for a pre-defined set of
observation locations whose horizontal extent is the width of a cell and vertical extent is the
elevation range of the data set. Our set of sensitivity volumes will characterize the variability
of the sensitivity values for any observation location in our data set. At this point we also
note that we take advantage of the radial symmetry of the gravity sensitivities. This allows
us to compute only a quadrant of the response, which we can then mirror against the x and
y axes when we assign the sensitivities to a new data point. To assign the sensitivity volume
to a new, arbitrarily located data point, we turn to 3-dimensional interpolation.
A.3.1 Interpolation
Interpolation is a mathematical method to construct a new value within the range of a
discrete set of known values. Given eight known values in 3-dimensions we wish to interpo-
late their values to a new location with co-ordinates (xo, yo, zo) within the range of known
values. Figure A.2a shows eight known samples s1−8 defining the corners of a cube. To
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Figure A.1: Volumes of sensitivity values for observation locations at (a) (500,500,0) m (b)
(650,650,0) m and (c) (500,500,100) m
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interpolate their values at the new location (xo, yo, zo) we first calculate the interpolation
weights. These weights are dependent on the interpolation scheme used. We now briefly
review two interpolation schemes, nearest neighbour and trilinear.
A.3.2 Nearest Neighbour Interpolation
Nearest neighbour interpolation is one of the simplest interpolation schemes. Given a set
of control points, we simply chose the control point that is closest to our new observation
location. This yields a piece-wise constant interpolant that is quick to implement. Since
our control points and observation locations are in 3-dimensional space, we simply calculate
the euclidean distance between the new location and the control points, and find the control
point with the minimum distance. The interpolated value is then the value at the chosen
control point.
A.3.3 Trilinear Interpolation
Figure A.2 shows eight points that define a cube, in the center, is a new observation
location. We wish to compute the value at the new location from the eight corner points of
the cube. Trilinear interpolation calculates the interpolation weights using the normalized
volumes of eight partitions of the cube.
Let VT be the total volume of the cube defined by the eight points
VT = (x2 − x1)(y2 − y1)(z2 − z1). (A.3)
The eight interpolation weights are calculated as follows
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Figure A.2: Schematic for trilinear interpolation.
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w1 =




























(xo − x1)(yo − y1)(z2 − zo)
VT
(A.11)
where each weight corresponds to the partitioned volume opposite their associated corner
point.
To calculate the value at the new observation location, we simply multiply each corner
value by their associated weight,
so = w1s1 + w2s2 + w3s3 + w4s4 + w5s5 + w6s6 + w7s7 + w8s8. (A.12)
A simple method to perform trilinear interpolation is by performing three sequential
linear interpolations over each dimension.
A.3.4 Application to the Sensitivity Matrix
To apply interpolation to the generation of the sensitivity matrix, we first define the set
of eight control points in Figure A.3a. Horizontally the points are located at the corners
of a containing column. The lowest four points, are located at the lowest elevation in the
data set, while the highest four points are located at the highest elevation in the data set.
We compute the sensitivity volumes for all eight points. For a new observation location, we
calculate the interpolation weights using the new observation location with respect to our
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control points. We then multiply the eight sensitivity volumes by the computed weights.
However, we have found that eight control points is not sufficient enough to capture the
behavior of the sensitivity with a changing observation height. We therefore discretize the
horizontal extent of the containing column and elevation range with more points as shown
in Figure A.3b, which illustrates this with 5 points in each dimension, hence 125 control
points. Therefore, before we interpolate the sensitivity matrix for our input observed data,
we pre-compute 125 3D volumes of sensitivity responses. These responses are then used in
the interpolation.
Figure A.3: (a) eight point discretization of the elevation range of an input data set and the
space above a cell (b) Same space as in (a) but discretized with 125 points.
When we generate our control sensitivity volumes, we do so for a base mesh that is the
same size as our input mesh, we place our 125 control points above the south-west most cell
in the base mesh, and compute the response of the upper right quadrant. This means, we
compute only a quarter of the radial response shown in Figure A.1. This ensures that for
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any given observation location, we may simply mirror the quadrant about the x and y axes
and interpolate the values from our base sensitivity volumes.
After pre-computing the sensitivity volumes for our control points, we use a three step
approach to interpolate the sensitivity volume for an arbitrary observation location. We
first identify the containing column in the input mesh for the observation location. We
then move the south-west corner of our base mesh horizontally to the containing cell. The
arbitrary observation location is now located within the range of our control points. For
the second step, we compute the interpolation weights for the observation location with
respect to our control points. Next, we simply apply the interpolation weights to the pre-
computed sensitivity volumes, and assign the interpolated volume to the appropriate cells
in the input mesh. This generates each row of the sensitivity matrix via interpolation rather
than directly evaluating the analytical solution of the kernel function in equation A.2. We
will now analyze three computational aspects of our interpolated sensitivity method. The
first is the computation time and achievable speed up. The second is the accuracy of the
interpolation over the full analytical evaluation and the third is the effect on the recovered
inverse model.
A.4 Computational Analysis
The first aspect of computational analysis we will consider is the computation time. We
will time two sections of the interpolated sensitivity code, the first is the time to initialize
the sensitivity volumes for our control points. The second is the time to interpolate the
entire sensitivity matrix. These two times will be compared to the full analytical evaluation
of the sensitivity matrix. We will run a set of simulations using different numbers of mesh
cells and data points. The data sets will increase from 500 to 3500 points in increments
of 500 points and our mesh cells will begin at 60 cells in each dimension, increasing to
120 cells in each dimension. Our simulations are carried out using 125 control points and
nearest neighbour interpolation. Figure A.4a shows the time to compute the analytical
sensitivity matrix for the simulations. As the number of data and mesh cells increase, so
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too does the analytical computation time. The total time in this case was 220 seconds.
Figure A.4b shows the initialization time for the interpolation method and Figure A.4c
shows the time to interpolate the sensitivity matrix. Since the number of control points
is the same for each simulation, the initialization time only increases with an increasing
mesh size. The interpolation time behaves similarly to the analytical evaluation time but
the amount of time taken to interpolate is approximately 10 times faster than the analytical
method. The computation times are associated with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2670
with 16 threads on 2.60 GHz processors. Figure A.4d shows the total speed up of the
algorithm, which compares the sum of the initialization time and interpolation time to the
analytical evaluation. The algorithm was up to 7 times faster for 3500 data points, using 125
control points. The interpolation of the sensitivity matrix alone was 9.5 times faster than
the analytical evaluation as shown in Figure A.4e which is almost an order of magnitude.
To analyze the error in our interpolation, we first generated 125 sensitivity volumes using
our control points. For new observation locations between our control points, we compared










Figure A.5a shows the relative error in the sensitivities for constant elevation observation
locations. We see that we incur zero error, when our observation location is exactly at a
control point location, as expected. As our observation location moves between our control
points, we begin to incur error due to the interpolation. The maximum error we see here
is 1.5% over the analytical evaluation. Since field data are rarely collected at a constant
altitude, we should analyse the error for changing observation heights, to do so we calculated
the sensitivity matrix for observation locations with the elevation shown in Figure A.5b. The
elevation starts at 2 m in the south west and rises to 128 m in the north east. Since our
control points discretize the range of our observation elevations, our 5 equally spaced control
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Figure A.4: (a) Time to compute analytical sensitivity matrix (b) Time to initialize 125
control sensitivity volumes (c) Time to interpolate the sensitivity matrix (d) Total speed
up of the interpolated method over the analytical method (e) Speed up of the interpolated
matrix only. Each is for different combinations of the number of data and mesh cells. Figures
D and E are plotted on the same colour scale to indicate the uniform nature of the speed up
for the interpolated sensitivity matrix.
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points will be located at 2 m, 33.5 m, 65 m, 96.5 m, and 128 m vertically. Figure A.5c
shows the relative L1 error for the variable elevation observation points. We see the same
behavior in the error as with our constant elevation control points, however there is more
error incurred for the lower elevation data points. This error is due to the more variable
gravity field at lower elevation than at higher elevations and leads us to the conclusion that
regular discretization vertically does not capture the decay of the field at low elevations. To
increase the accuracy for lower elevation observations we could irregularly space the control
points vertically, such that the discretization increases with height. Since the sensitivity
values for the vertical component of gravity decays as a 1
R2
relation, we could use a similar
behaviour to guide the placement of our control points.
The final aspect of our analysis is the effect of our interpolated sensitivity matrix on
the recovered inverse model. Figure A.6a shows the vertical component of gravity data for
a simple block model, we added Gaussian noise to simulate imperfect data. Figure A.6b
and Figure A.6c show the recovered inverse models using the analytical and interpolated
sensitivity matrices respectively. It is apparent that despite introducing a maxium error of
1.5% into the sensitivity matrix the inversion results are remarkably similar.
A.5 Conclusion
We have developed a simple yet effective method to speed up the generation of a rectilin-
ear based sensitivity matrix for use with inversion. Our method pre-computes characteristic
responses of the sensitivity matrix using an analytical solution and then interpolates them
for arbitrarily located data points. For our small examples in this paper we achieved 7 to 10
times speed up, which is scalable with respect to the number of data points. For data sets
with many millions of data points, we would expect a dramatic decrease in the computation
time.
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Figure A.5: (a) Relative L1 error between the analytically computed and interpolated rows
of G for constant elevation observation locations between 25 control points. (b) Elevation of
the observations in (c). (c) Relative L1 error for observations with elevations in (b). Control
points are located where there is zero error.
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Figure A.6: (a) Vertical component of gravity for a simple block model with Gaussian noise
added. (b) Recovered inverse model using the analytical sensitivity matrix. (c) Recovered
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